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ABSTRACT 
Peter A. Miller (M.A.) 

Department of History, 1996 
University of Kansas 

The thesis which follows is an attempt to establish 
the origin of the great horse of the Middle Ages. 
Though not expressly dealt with by most scholars, the 
great horse is a key portion of past and current 
theories concerning medieval institutions and society. 
By determining the origin of the great horse, such 
theories will either be confirmed or negated. 
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Introduction 

Cavalry was the essential feature of a medieval 
army, and the knights who formed it were the 
essential feature of medieval society. 1 

all the other arms served the only decisive 
combat branch, the knights. 2 

.•• the most effective soldier of the day, the 
backbone of the Carolingian armies, was the 
mounted warrior protected by shield, helmet and 
body-armor, and armed with a spear, sword and 
battle-axe. 3 

When the prospect of researching the origin and 

development of the great horses of the Middle Ages 

(see figure 3 for illustration) was presented to me, 

it seemed a fairly straight-forward proposition. The 

linking of medieval social and economic structures 

with military service to form feudalism has long been 

a major feature in the teaching of medieval history. 

Since it is believed that the system developed out of 

a need to support the knight and his horse, it seemed 

there must be a mass of information concerning the 

animals involved; where had they originated, what 

breeds made up their numbers, how they were trained, 

how they were maintained, and so on. All that seemed 

needed was to compile information. 

Flushed with the excitement of embarking on a new 

guest for material, I found a book which appeared to 
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be the most logical place to start. Written by R.H. 

C. Davis, it is entitled The Medieval Warhorse. 

Unfortunately, as Davis himself pointed out, there is 

very little in the way of historical information left 

to us with regard to the medieval war horse, or even 

horses in general. The actual task of caring for and 

training animals seems not to have been deemed worthy 

of recording at the time--at least, not in any fashion 

that remains today. Though Davis did present a 

general account of the wheres and whats of the 

subject, he did not go into much greater detail as to 

the origin of war horses or their development than do 

standard textbooks. In fact, the title of the work is 

misleading for the real focus of the book is on the 

origin of the modern thoroughbred horse and its links 

to the later Middle Ages. A more appropriate title 

would be "The Thoroughbred: Its Medieval Origins. II 

Davis made no attempt to look for information beyond 

the historical. In his introduction, he made it quite 

clear that he focused only on the historical record 

and chose not to deal with either the zoological or 

archaeological evidence available. At the start of 

my research, I ran into a problem which consistently 

confounded my attempts to delve into the subject. 

There simply is no material which provides us with a 

clear idea of what the medieval war horse really was. 

2 



With the lack of 

Davis, turned to 

sources. Though 

specifically with the 

historical evidence, I, unlike 

zoological and archaeological 

these sources did not deal 

medieval war horse, they did 

give a much clearer picture of the possible points of 

origin for the breeds of horses which might later have 

become the great horses of the knights. However, 

zoological and archaeological evidence does not match 

the theories presented by Davis. Neither does this 

evidence agree with accounts of the origin of the 

great horse provided by William McNeill's, A World 

History.• Lynn T. White, Jr.'s, Medieval Technology 

and Social Change,~ nor with many other works which 

deal with the subject. There was and is a fundamental 

contradiction between the information provided by 

science and that provided by history concerning the 

origin of the great horse. Since the scientific 

sources had actual hands-on evidence for their 

position and the historical world had but vague 

indications in the historical record, it seemed that 

the most likely candidate for being closer to the true 

case was the scientific. 

I was thus left with these questions: If 

historians are incorrect about the origin of the great 

horse, what other theories about the medieval war 

horse could be wrong? If information on the war horse 
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is wrong, what effect does that have on our view of 

heavy cavalry in the Middle Ages? And if the role of 

heavy cavalry can be questioned, what about feudalism? 

I searched the sources on medieval history for 

indications as to what may have been and what was not, 

what was clear and what was unknown. It was not until 

I came across a book entitled, Armies and Politics in 

the Early Medieval West by Bernards. Bachrach,• that 

I became aware that many of the questions I was asking 

about the subject and period were being asked by 

others. 

What follows is a presentation of the accepted 

theories concerning the origin of medieval heavy 

cavalry and its link to feudalism, then, information 

which casts a different light on the possibilities. 

To modify a line from Shakespreare's Richard II: For 

want of a horse, heavy cavalry was lost. For want of 

heavy cavalry, feudalism was lost. For want of 

feudalism, 
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Chapter One 

The Problem of Feudalism and Horse Breed Origins 

"Feudal" is the defining term for the Middle Ages. 

However, scholars have yet to define exactly what is 

meant by the word. In some instances, "feudalism" is 

used to denote a body of institutions reflected in 

legal systems that govern personal obligations in 

return for a grant of land. 7 In other instances, it 

is employed to refer to a form of society marked by a 

personal dependence on the society and an extreme 

subdivision of rights and powers based on the holding 

of land, and that definition includes interpersonal 

obligations which were required in return for those 

holdings, effectively dispersing the powers usually 

thought of as belonging to a state among local 

authority figures.e In still other instances, 

historians mean by "feudalism" an economic system in 

which the peasantry was exploited for the benefit of a 

small aristocratic class. 9 Which definition is used 

depends largely on the scholar involved, the period in 

which he or she wrote, and his or her particular 

concept of feudalism. 

The term "feudalism" does not date from the Middle 

Ages. Rather, it 

eighteenth century. 10 

was created in France during the 

The study of the legal records 
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that document what was later to be called feudalism 

goes back at least to the twelfth century, however, 

when efforts to codify feudal law began.ii In his 

work De feudis,i 2 Giacomo Alvarotto of Padua (1385-

1453) used the term feudalis scientia ("feudal 

of his science") to describe feudal law. Because 

legal background, Alvarotto attempted to apply 

universal principles to regional idiosyncrasies of 

custom and common law that constituted the systems of 

his day. However, because he was unaware of the 

overall nature of feudal 

the absence of a specific 

establish a feudal science 

definition or even 

society (or perhaps better, 

nature), his attempt to 

failed to provide a clear 

to identify common 

characteristics. 13 Thus, from the very outset of 

efforts to study the system, "feudalism" lacked any 

clear definition or generally accepted denotation. 

Royal lawyers of the sixteenth century, such as 

Jean Bodin (1530-1596), sought to define feudalism as 

a pattern of tenure and privilege in an attempt to 

establish medieval justifications for the social and 

economic advantages enjoyed by the upper classes and 

to establish the royal government as the source from 

which all such privileges derived. But his emphasis 

was too narrow in scope for modern studies and only 

served to justify power as it was held in his day.i 4 
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By the eighteenth century, many scholars had begun 

to accept ''feudalism" as something more than the 

legal construct developed by lawyers of the fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries. Feudalism was dealt with as 

if it defined and described the social and economic 

organization of medieval Europe. Individuals such as 

Adam Smith in his Wealth of Nations portrayed 

feudalism as an economic system in which the common 

people were coerced into working for the benefit of 

the few who held military and legal power over them. 

This picture gained wide acceptance and was the origin 

of the notion that "feudal Europe" was a society 

characterized by polarity and oppression, and 

dominated by poverty, stupidity, and injustice. 1 ~ 

During the eighteenth century, scholars began to 

debate the possible origin of the feudal organization 

of medieval Europe. Was it a continuation of the 

Roman system of clientage, or was it introduced by the 

Germans through their comitatus or "warrior band"? 18 

Either way, it seemed clear that the reason for the 

beginning of feudalism was the need for local defense 

in response to the internal wars and external 

invasions that followed the collapse of the Roman 

Empire. The building of a new social, economic, and 

political structure in Western Europe to support local 

defense was necessary, and this was accomplished 
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through the feudalization of European society. But 

exactly what occurred, when, and for what specific 

reasons remained unclear. 

In 1887, Heinrich Brunner, a legal historian, 

proposed a thesis which set in motion a process of 

identifying the causes of feudalization with the rise 

of a privileged class of mounted warriors. 17 In his 

thesis Brunner noted that in 755, the Frankish King 

Pepin rescheduled the yearly muster of troops from 

March to May. In 758, the tribute demanded of the 

Saxons was switched from cattle to horses. Brunner 

considered these two instances as indication that the 

Franks were 

muster to 

building a 

May would 

cavalry force. Changing the 

have provided forage for war 

horses, and an army of cavalry would have needed 

horses more than cows, so the form of tribute was 

changed. An early symptom of these changes, which 

would ultimately lead to the feudalization of Western 

Europe, was the battle of Poitiers in 732. Charles 

Martel defeated an invading force of Muslims and then 

seized a considerable amount of church land. 

Brunner saw a close connection between these two 

events. He theorized that the contact with the Muslims 

and their cavalry had shown Charles Martel the 

advantages of cavalry, and that the mayor of the 

palace had then set about supporting the expensive 
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switch from infantry to cavalry by taking church lands 

and granting them to his warriors as precaria or 

beneficia. In this way, Brunner was able to link the 

need for land with the switch to cavalry and unify 

both in an interdependent system of rights and 

obligations. This system, he suggested, had provided 

for defensive needs and placed the warrior aristocracy 

in a dominant economic position. It had emerged, 

nevertheless, as 

figure, and the 

within it had 

a system created by a sovereign 

rights and privileges distributed 

derived ultimately from a central 

authority. 

unite the 

In one fell swoop, Brunner was able to 

three definitions of feudalism--legal, 

social, and economic--into a single context. 

Although Brunner's emphasis rested upon the 

emergence of a class of privileged mounted warriors, 

the possession, 

horse was an 

maintenance, and 

essential element 

employment of the 

underlying his 

hypothesis. If Brunner's view of affairs were to be 

accepted, feudal Europe would be distinguished by its 

need to obtain, support, and maintain horses. It was 

the horse that defended Europe, the horse that 

required economic support, and the horse that gave the 

mounted warriors both their power and privilege. 

Many have seen this factor as a flaw in Brunner's 

formulation. Scholars have questioned the importance 
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of the horse to the process of feudalization, pointing 

out that cavalry was not a major factor at the battle 

of Poitiers and that the use of cavalry had already 

been growing in the both Christian and Muslim worlds 

before 732.ie 

greater reliance 

In other areas of Eurasia where 

was being placed upon mounted 

warriors, cavalry and their mounts did not achieve the 

importance or dominant position that Brunner ascribed 

to the cavalry of Western Europe. For a time, the 

Brunner thesis lost some favor under the influence of 

this emphasis upon the study of comparative "feudal" 

institutions. 

The Brunner thesis was given new emphasis by Lynn 

T. White, Jr,i~ White states that the cavalry 

developed by the Europeans was "unique" in world 

history; it alone relied on what he termed "shock 

tactics" in battle. 20 Armored knights riding horses 

would charge directly at opponents and meet in a clash 

of arms with heavy lances lowered. Such tactics were 

made possible by the introduction and use of the 

stirrup which allowed the rider to maintain his place 

in the saddle while engaging in powerful thrusts and 

charges. Thus, it was not just the use of cavalry 

which spawned the feudal system, but of shock cavalry, 

and shock cavalry had not developed in the other 

10 



"feudal" societies to which the comparative 

historians had pointed. 

Interest in the Brunner thesis was revived by this 

suggestion, particularly because White's study 

connected the old thesis with an emerging appreciation 

of the development of technology in medieval Europe 

and the overall effect which technology had had upon 

medieval society. White's work came at a time when 

the inventions and discoveries of the 1930s and 1940s 

were reaching widespread implementation, while 

students and scholars were themselves living in a 

world being reshaped by technological advances such 

as television, jet travel, laser mechanics, and, above 

all, nuclear warfare. They were easily persuaded to 

accept technological solutions to social questions. 

There was a problem with White's work, however. 

The stirrup was not unique to Europe, nor was armored 

cavalry. Both the Persians and the Byzantines had the 

stirrup and armored cavalry, but they did not engage 

in shock assaults. Rather, from a distance they 

launched missile attacks (spears, arrows, etc.). If 

stirrups had made shock assault combat possible, why 

did they not give rise to the same tactics elsewhere? 

Further details as to the nature of the European 

war horse and the development of shock assaults were 

added by William H. McNeill. 21 According to McNeill, 
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the animals which became the war horses of the 

medieval European knights and allowed them to charge 

at an opponent with heavy lances lowered, the "great 

horses," were the result of up-breeding made possible 

by the introduction of alfalfa production in Persia. 

These animals, he said, were then imported into 

Europe. He does not, however, name the source 

material on which he based his claim. According to 

McNeill, it was not 

great horse which caused 

just the stirrup, but also the 

the development of Europe's 

He said the expense of this unique battle tactic. 

importation and the costs involved in maintaining a 

population of such large animals for military purposes 

was what caused the economic changes which led to 

feudalism. 

To support the expense of maintaining these great 

horses, both White and McNeill point to the advent of 

the heavy or moldboard plow that could till new 

fields which had earlier been inaccessible. 22 With a 

blade that could cut through sod and turn thick dirt 

over, and with the weight to handle the heaviest soil, 

this plow opened new lands for cultivation, eliminated 

the need for cross-plowing (saving time), and enabled 

farmers to plow fields in long, open strips instead of 

small squares. This improved drainage and increased 

ease of operation. 23 The invention of the horse 
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collar and the horseshoe allowed for the replacement 

of slower oxen and other animals with the more 

efficient horse. With a work speed 30 percent faster 

than an ox, the ability to be operated by only one 

person, and the ability to work longer, the horse 

helped to improve grain production more than enough 

to cover the costs of the horse itself. 24 The 

increase in production by what is now known as the 

manorial system 

professional class 

horses, established 

allowed Europe to 

of heavy cavalrymen 

the feudal system, 

support a 

and their 

changed the 

economic system of Western Europe, and carried it into 

the next millennium. 2 ~ 

This picture of an economic transformation of 

medieval Europe 

presented by 

difficulties. 

caused both for and by the horse, as 

White and McNeill, is not without 

It would seem that the great boon these 

men envisioned with the introduction of the horse as a 

plow animal was not appreciated by people of the 

time. Walter of Henley (ca.1240 - ca.1290) was well 

acquainted with the nature of agricultural production 

as it pertained to the Gloucester and Hereford area of 

England in the thirteenth century. He wrote that the 

horse as a plow animal was too expensive and too 

limited by other constraints to be worth the 

advantages of working faster and for a longer period 

13 



of time. 26 Horses were more expensive since they 

required grain (oxen fed on grass), they needed 

shoeing, depreciated faster, and unlike an ox, could 

not be fattened and eaten (or sold for meat) when too 

old to work. 27 An ox could pull roughly the same 

load and, though it was slower, it was a better 

tractor animal in heavy soils than was the horse. 28 

Furthermore, the fact that the horse could work a 

longer day did not mean that the plowman was willing 

to work longer himself. According to Walter, the 

laziness of plowmen negated the longer work period of 

the horse. 29 In spite of the perceived benefits to be 

derived from switching to horses as plow animals, 

medieval texts make frequent reference to oxen as plow 

animals, indicating that the horse was not as widely 

used as White and McNeill made it appear. 30 

The use of horses in agriculture did increase 

during the Middle Ages. However, the horse did not 

become a major plow animal until the fifteenth 

century. 31 From the eleventh through the thirteenth 

centuries, horse plow teams represented no more than 

20 percent of all plow animals, and that percentage 

remained fairly stable until a growth in plow horse 

numbers occurred at the end of the fourteenth 

century. It was during the fifteenth century that the 

horse overtook the ox as a plow animal and remained 

14 



dominant until the advent of the internal combustion 

engine. 32 

The use of the three-field system, which rotated 

two fields while leaving one fallow, in conjunction 

with the use of the horse and the moldboard plow, was 

given by White as an additional factor in increasing 

production by up to one third. 33 The importance of 

this development may be overstated in that the old 

two-field system remained in use well into the latter 

Middle Ages. 34 What seems to be the determining 

factors for which tilling system was used was not the 

need to support a 

of the horse as 

of local markets 

horse nor the greater capabilities 

a plow animal, but rather the nature 

and whether or not transport was 

available. 3 ~ If surplus production could not be used 

or sold elsewhere, there was little incentive to 

produce it. The use of the horse as a plow animal 

would appear not to have been a contributing factor to 

the increase in crop production during the Middle 

Ages. 36 

Heavy horses, together with the horse collar and 

the horseshoe, do play a significant role in an area 

of the medieval economy that has been largely 

overlooked--the transportation of goods. While the 

horse had little impact on production, it had 

significance in its hauling capacity. Prior to the 

15 



eleventh century, most transportation of civilian 

goods was done with oxen. 37 By the end of the 

thirteenth century, 75 percent of hauling was done by 

horses. 39 Here the advantages of the horse over the 

ox play a major role. A faster pace and the need for 

fewer people to control them meant that the horse 

could haul more loads to more places, with fewer 

drivers, thus allowing surplus production to be 

transported to more markets--especially growing urban 

areas. 39 It is here, as a cargo hauler, that we see a 

real impact made by the horse. 

The lack of evidence for a horse-based 

agricultural revolution does not necessarily negate 

the role of the horse on the battlefield if it was 

indeed imported. It would seem prudent, while dealing 

with information pertaining to the role of the great 

horse in the Middle Ages, for one to look at 

archaeological/zoological evidence. Such information 

will not only aid in determining what a great horse 

was, but will also give a better idea as to how the 

great horse came to be. 

Little written evidence of horse breeding is left 

to us. 40 Since most of the work done in the original 

domestication of horses was accomplished before the 

advent of written languages, and since, in historical 

times, those who could write devoted themselves to 

16 



recording information more 

rely on other sources. 

worthy of note, we must 

Cave paintings in France 

B.C. depict small, pony like 

paintings at Castillo, in 

dating to 

horses. 41 

about 20,000 

Other 

northeastern Spain, show animals with the distinctive 

concave forehead of the Arabian and Barb breeds of 

later centuries. 42 The earliest evidence of 

domesticated horses is dated to about 3,500 B.C. 43 At 

Dereivka, in the steppes of central Eurasia, 

archaeological excavations have unearthed the remains 

of small, stout horses, along with bridles and cheek 

pieces, indicating the horses' use as domesticated 

animals. The number of remains and their location 

suggests that the horses were pastured, requiring 

mounted herdsmen to control them. 44 It also seems 

that pre-historic horses, because of their small size, 

were initially used for food, then much later to haul 

small loads and carts. 4 ~ 

lt was only after considerable time that the 

earliest horsemen were able to introduce enough large 

horses into their herds to increase individual size so 

that horses could be ridden. 46 Efforts in developing 

better breeds of horses were limited to the basic 

capabilities of the animals 

has been .done to effect 

overall appearance of horses 

17 
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modern animals do not differ greatly from the 

characteristics and capabilities of ancient breeds. 47 

To breed a larger horse, early man had first to start 

with a large horse. 48 

Zoologists have traditionally broken the ancient 

horse population down into three groups: Eguus abeli 

(found on the forested fringes of Western Europe), 

Eguus amelini Antonius (found in Eastern Europe and on 

the Steppe) and Eguus przevalskii Poliakoff (Asiatic 

horse). 49 Modern categories make a stronger 

differentiation between horse breeds based on the data 

now available from archaeological finds:~ 0 

1) Pony Type I. Unspecialized broad forehead, wide 

nostrils, broad croup (rump), 12 hands high (one hand 

equals four inches). Originated in Asia. 

2) Pony Type II. Stoutly built, coarse hair, convex 

facial profile, heavy head, 10 hands high. Originated 

in northwest Europe. 

3) Horse Type III. Long in back, narrow skull, Roman 

nose (meaning the nostrils are round and face more to 

the side rather than forward), sloping croup, slab-

sided. 15 hands high. Central and Southern Europe 

18 



(believed to be the ancestor to the modern draft 

horses). 

4) Horse Type IV. Short in back, short head, wide 

nostrils, concave facial profile, narrow croup. 11 

hands high. Western Asia.~ 1 

Since the focus of this work is on the great 

horse, I shall begin 

types with those which 

been the predecessors 

the discussion of these horse 

are the least likely to have 

of the great horse. The 

ancestors of the slim and fast Arabian and Barb horses 

were probably Horse Type IV (see fig. 1), brought from 

Asia into southwest Asia, the Near East, and then into 

North Africa.~ 2 The theory of introduction from Asia 

seems more likely than simple migration when one 

considers that Africa and the Near East did not have 

the natural pasture land to allow an indigenous group 

of horses to develop on its own.~ 3 The modern day 

Shetland pony fits the description of Pony Type II, 

and the small Asian horse roughly corresponds to Pony 

Type l.~ 4 

Horse Type III, (the type most likely to have been 

the ancestor of the great horse, see fig. 2) poses 

more difficulties in correlating with modern or 

medieval breeds than do the others if we are to assume 
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that the theory of the great horse's introduction into 

Europe from Iran (Persia) is correct. If the great 

horse truly originated in Iran, then it should show up 

•in the archaeological or zoological record as a large 

horse found in Asia. It does not. Horse Type III, a 

large horse, is found in Europe. It appears that 

Europe did not have to import heavy horses to supply 

the needs of its knights. It is possible that there 

might have been transportation or a migration of 

horses from west to east and this would explain the 

appearance of larger horses in the East (possibly as 

far east as China). However, the archaeological and 

zoological record does not support the notion that the 

great horse originated in Iran.~~ Rather, it 

indicates that large horses were indigenous to Europe 

and need not have been imported. 

To illustrate the possibility that the ancestors 

of the great horse were European animals, let us look 

at the factors which affect the size of a breed. It 

is known that a species tends to develop over 

considerable time in relation to the amount of 

available food.De If a population is not supplied 

with an abundance of food, then individual body size 

will not increase, and may even decrease. If 

nutrition requirements 

individuals will gain in 

are met 

physical size. 
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known that size can work to an animal's advantage in 

more ways than just strength. Higher body weight 

allows for a higher percentage of body fat and, 

therefore, greater resistance to cold and starvation 

(an ability of some value in northern climates). Body 

size can also be advantageous in defending against 

predators. Elephants are neither fast nor agile, but 

they are too big for most attackers. The same can be 

said for a large horse as well. 57 In areas where not 

only food but also water is less abundant, horses tend 

to be light and fast (such as the Arabian and Barb). 

Where food and water are plentiful, such as they were 

in Europe, then one would expect a horse population to 

develop in size and bulk. 58 There is very strong 

evidence that the draft horses of today (the 

Clydesdales, Percherons, Shires, Suffolks, Belgians, 

etc.) are the descendants of Horse Type III (see Fig. 

2.). 5 ' Because there are no intermediary phases found 

in the development of big horses in Europe, it seems 

the large breeds which were to become the great horses 

were not selectively bred up by man to greater size 

from smaller horses. Instead, they entered the 

historical record as already large and powerful 

animals. 60 Archeological and zoological evidence 

suggests that the ancestor of the great horse was 

present in Europe before the Middle Ages in the form 
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of Horse Type III. 61 Horses of great size could not 

have developed in Africa, the Near East, or on the 

steppes, not only because of a lack of abundant food 

and water, but also because bulk would have been a 

hindrance to survival. It is for these reasons that 

evidence for large horses in prehistoric times is 

found only in central and southern Europe, and not 

elsewhere. 62 Thomas Blundeville, an English sixteenth 

century "Officer of the Horsemanship," in the only 

historical source we have available which deals 

specifically with great horses, The Art of Rvding and 

Breaking Great Horses, makes it clear that the source 

for all the great horses of Europe was the lowlands of 

Flanders, Germany and Frisia,fi 3 

Since it would seem that the great horse was 

readily available during the Middle Ages, then 

importing or breeding them specifically for war horses 

would not have been necessary. Further, it would seem 

that horses would not have been a surprise to Charles 

Martel. If horses were not better plow animals than 

oxen, then basing an agricultural revolution upon them 

would not have been productive. However, large horses 

might well have served to support a transportation 

revolution. It would seem that the great horse and 

cavalry were 

agricultural 

not suddenly 

production based 

22 
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theories of Brunner, White, and McNeill to explain the 

origin of feudalism may be less than accurate. 

!al3s. - ~::r,6•,~.~~ ... 

Fig. 1. Chart Showing Development of Breeds Derived 
From Horse Type IV 64 
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Fig. 2. Chart Showing Development of Breeds Derived 
From Horse Type III 6 ~ 
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Chapter Two 

The Nature of Medieval Horses 

We have yet to define exactly what is meant by 

great horse or war horse. Let us now determine with 

what types of horses we are dealing in the Middle 

Ages. 

There are some historical sources which give 

information regarding the types of horses used in the 

Middle Ages. The Calendars of the Patent Rolls and 

the Close Rolls in England refer to War Horse, 

Courser, Hobby, Plow Horse, Hackney, and Destrier. 56 

The Black Prince's Register also names types of horses 

(Charger, Trotter, Palfrey, Sumpter, Cart Horse, 

Baggage Horse, Great Horse). However, these sources 

do not provide details of the specific differences or 

characteristics of these animals. 57 The need to 

develop the natural abilities of any particular breed 

must have led to the selective mixing of stock. For 

example, in efforts to make horses faster, the Barb 

and the Arabian breeds were improved in the Near East, 

southwest Asia, North Africa, and in Spain, where base 

stocks for these breeds were already established. 58 

The Normans cross-bred English short horses with 

faster Spanish types to increase stamina and speed. 69 

Further cross-breeding occurred as a result of the 
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Crusades during 

back to Europe 

which numbers of horses were brought 

from the Near East to diversify 

European stocks. 70 The details of exactly what breed 

became which horse are not found. However, general 

categories can be established and rough criteria 

utilized to break down some of the horse types into 

groupings which will indicate their origins. 

The uses for horses in the Middle Ages fall into 

four categories: military, hunting/sport, riding, and 

work. 71 To equate those horse categories with their 

late medieval type names, we shall use the terms found 

in sources of the period. A war horse was referred to 

as a destrier or charger. A hunting horse was called a 

courser. A riding horse was referred to as a hackney 

or palfrey. Work horses were rounceys or sumpters. 72 

Standard modern etymological dictionaries offer the 

following descriptions and derivations of the most 

common horse names used in the medieval period. 

The English word, destrier, comes from the Middle 

English destrer and the old French destrier. Both are 

derived from the Latin word dextrarius, in full eguus 

dextrarius meaning "right hand horse." It has been 

suggested that this horse derived its name from the 

fact that it was led by the squire using his right 

hand. As the word was used early in the Middle Ages, 

it referred to a war horse or a charger. 73 
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Charger, comes from the Middle English chargeour, 

which may represent the archaic French form chargeour, 

"that which loads." Or, it may be from the Old French 

chargeoir from the Latin carricatorium, a utensil for 

loading. It referred to a horse ridden in charging 

the enemy or that ridden by an officer in the field or 

in action. 74 

Courser, from the Old French courseur and the Latin 

cursorem, from the Latin currere, to run. The word 

refers to a runner, one who runs in a race; a racer. 

The name originally was applied to a large, powerful 

horse, ridden in battle or in a tournament. 

could refer to a stallion. 7 ~ 

It also 

Hackney, comes from the Old French haguenee, an 

ambling horse or mare, especially for ladies to ride 

on. It was a horse of middle size and quality, used 

for ordinary riding, as distinguished from a war 

horse, a hunter, or a draft horse. In early times it 

often meant an ambling horse, but now technically 

means a hack. 76 

Palfrey, dates from the eleventh century and 

originated from the Old French palefrei or palefreid 

(later palefrov), and the late Latin palafredus. It 

was a term used to define a saddle horse for ordinary 

riding as distinguished from a warhorse, especially a 

small saddle horse for ladies or a post horse. 77 
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Rouncy has an unknown origin but the word, rounce, 

refers to the handle of a winch by which a spit and 

wheel are turned. The word, rouncy, usually refers to 

a poorer quality riding horse or a work horse. 78 

Sumpter derives from the Old French som(m)etier, 

and the medieval Latin saumaterius; it can refer to 

the driver of a pack horse or to the pack horse 

itself. 7 ' 

The definition given to the word, destrier, does 

not offer any real indication as to the origin of the 

animal or particulars as to the destrier's 

characteristics. However, the link to the Latin word 

dextrarius, meaning "right" or "right-handed" is 

significant if one considers the handling of the 

horse. Since most people are right-handed, weapons 

are generally used in the right hand. This leaves the 

left arm and side for carrying and using a shield. 

When a sword or other weapon was not in use, it would 

be kept on the left side as well (hence the sword 

scabbard hanging from a warrior's left hip or side). 

This kept the weapon out of the way when not needed 

and also allowed enough room to draw the weapon across 

the chest when called for. With the shield and 

scabbard at the warrior's left side, the right hand 

would remain free to control the horse when not in 

battle or when preparing to mount. In this way, a 
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horse trained for war might well have become known as 

a "right hand" horse to indicate to the rider from 

which hand side the horse had been trained to accept 

guidance or the weight of mounting. An instance of 

this possibility is illustrated in The Poem of the 

Cid. Don Jerome, Bishop of Malina, is described as 

leading his "fine war horse by the right hand." 80 

Though no mention is made in the poem of how other 

horses were handled, it is significant that in this 

case the author decided to make special note of how 

this one war horse was led. It should also be 

considered whether keeping the horse on the right side 

of the rider served a defensive role. If attacked 

while on foot, the warrior's left side was covered by 

the shield while the war horse could be used to cover 

the right, standing between the warrior and an enemy, 

until such time as the warrior was prepared to take 

action. The notion that the destrier gets its name 

from being led by a squire probably comes from later 

medieval literary sources where squires had a public 

role to play in the handling of mounts during a 

tournament. It is clear that any knight would need 

more than one horse to be useful and so would need one 

or more attendants to care for those additional 

mounts. However, the fact that the word, squire, 

comes from the Old French esguier. which in turn is 
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derived from the Latin scutarius, or "shield bearer," 

indicates that the original role of the squire was not 

so much to care for the horse as to assist the knight 

himself. 81 It would seem the name "destrier" arose as 

an indication of the war horse's training rather than 

how the horse was lead onto the tournament field. 

Charger has a history behind its meaning which 

shows that the animal had a use other than for battle. 

The Old French word chargeoir and Latin carricatorium 

both spring from the same work-related origin: they 

mean to load or "to carry a load." Thus, the name may 

have been applied to draft animals before it was used 

to describe war horses or tournament mounts. If this 

is true, then it illustrates that great horses were 

work animals before they were battle mounts and that 

horses which might later have become war horses were 

first used, and perhaps bred, as pack or draft horses. 

If the horses used in battle were taken from the 

stocks of work horses already available, there would 

have been little need to import them. It appears that 

the charger and the modern draft horses have a common 

ancestry. 

The meaning of courser as "runner" also indicates 

that the origin of the name lies in a work-related 

function, most probably that of carrying messengers. 

Though this might not seem apparent when one thinks of 
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a courser as a hunting horse, it should be noted that 

the name is also applied to the mounts of knights, 

especially in relation to hunting or tournaments. 

This earlier role of the courser as a messenger's 

horse would explain why the origin of the word, 

knight, and its German equivalent of Ritter is that of 

a servant boy riding a horse. 

The Old English word knight (ca. 893), has other 

forms such as cnight, knyht, knytt, and is derived 

from the Old German word Cniht. In Continental 

tongues, the prevailing senses are "lad," "servant," 

or "soldier"--not a horseman. The word can also be 

applied to a boy employed as an attendant or servant 

and hence, by extension, a male servant or attendant 

of any age. Only later did the word become associated 

with a military servant or follower and began to be 

used as a name of an order or rank. It was still 

later, in the fully developed feudal system, that the 

word referred to one who 

military rank by the king or 

was raised to honorable 

other qualified person, 

the distinction being usually conferred only upon one 

of noble birth. 82 

In German, the word Knecht comes from eighth 

century middle high German and means Knabe--"boy," 

"youth," "chap;" Jungling--"youth" or "boy;" 

"squire" or "qualified journeyman;" 
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"journeyman;" Soldat--"soldier;" or Diener--"servant." 

It is also found in Anglo-Saxon as cnight. 83 

the German word for knight, is a variation 

Ritter, 

of the 

German word Reiter or Ritto. meaning rider. 84 

Chevalier, the French word for knight, also 

originally referred to a simple horseman or mounted 

warrior. It was only later that the connotation of 

nobility was added. 8 ~ And, chivalry (eleventh 

century), originally referred to horsemen equipped for 

battle or to men-at-arms, not to the code of conduct 

and honor to which it later applied. 86 

The remaining horse definitions clearly identify 

the horses to which they refer as transport and work 

animals. Thus, with the exception of the destrier, 

medieval horse names are derived from their roles as 

pleasure, transport, or work animals. Since the only 

distinction made in the case of destrier is in the way 

it was handled, it would seem that it, too, was 

derived from an indigenous stock of animals. 

The question now becomes, what characteristics set 

a war horse apart from other horses? The war horse, 

as one might expect, would have been a large animal 

capable of carrying an armored rider with great force. 

European war horses of the Middle Ages were usually 

male, since it was considered dishonorable to use a 

mare for battle. 87 As a practical matter, the male 
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tends to be naturally more aggressive, need not be 

hindered by the gestation and care of a foal, and 

would be segregated from other animals to prevent his 

aggressiveness from harming others.• 8 

An interesting contrast to the European war horses 

was the Muslims' battle horses. The Muslims preferred 

to use mares as opposed to stallions since mares 

tended to be easier to handle (even in combat) and 

they provided milk when food or water was scarce. 89 

Furthermore, the style of combat utilized by the 

Muslims called for a far greater degree of skill and 

confidence between horse and rider. Since Muslim 

forces usually avoided direct contact with the enemy, 

finesse was valued more than the simple brute strength 

and violence of a stallion's charge. 90 

The war horses used by Europeans of the Middle Ages 

were heavier, generally slower, and required greater 

amounts of food and water than did their non-European 

opponents. The names given to the types of horses 

used in the Middle Ages suggests that war horses were 

derived from breeds which had been work or pleasure 

horses. Since a war horse of the type that would 

have been necessary to engage in shock attacks would 

also have been large and strong, it would seem most 

likely that they were derived from 

use as draft animals. The men 
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who first were 



associated with war horses in the Middle Ages were 

servants who fulfilled their duties partially by 

being horsemen. So far, we have no indication that 

either the war horses or the men who rode them were a 

sudden development or arose as the result of some 

outside pressure. 
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Chapter Three 

Horse as Symbol 

One role fulfilled by the horse in the Middle Ages, 

largely overlooked by historians, which helps explain 

the prominence of horses in medieval society is that 

of symbol. The horse was more than a means of 

transport, a military asset, or a beast of burden. rt 

represented certain characteristics which were held 

in great esteem by the people of the Middle Ages. 

Early Inda-European cultures held the horse in high 

regard. Not only was it valued as an animal, it was 

venerated as a spirit. The horse was commonly 

associated with the chariot which carried the sun, and 

both were often depicted in Bronze Age burial sites. 91 

The Bronze Age burial mound at Kivik, known as 

Bredavor, in the steppes near Simrishamn, shows 

horses, chariots, and fighting stallions. 92 At the 

Dereivka site, ritual burials of horses' bodies and 

skulls were found. 93 The burial of horses with 

chariots in Shang grave sites in China suggests that 

the Indo-Europeans--renowned as charioteers--may have 

venerated the horse and carried the sense of the 

special significance of the animal throughout Eurasia. 

Germanic and Celtic chiefs in Western Europe were 

buried with horses. Anglo-Saxon and Alamannic graves 
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of the Merovingian period have horses buried at the 

feet of presumed nobility. A horse was also found in 

the tomb of Childeric I at Tournai.' 4 These instances 

demonstrate not only that owning horses had early 

become the domain of the elite, but also that the 

horse had a spiritual significance.'~ 

The horse was also a living part of early European 

cultures. Celtic and Germanic peoples participated in 

horse races and horse fights, and sacrificed horses as 

a part of religious rituals. 98 The Celts worshipped 

the god Epona (Divine Horse). Norse mythology had 

Freyr (Lord) and Freyja (Lady) who were associated 

with horses and for whom sacred horses were raised, 

kept, and sacrificed. 97 In Beowulf. warriors on 

horseback circled the hero's burial mound in a final 

tribute. 98 Even Odin. the great father and god of 

battle in Norse mythology, rode a horse. The eight-

legged Sleipnir was capable of flight and travel to 

the world of the dead. He was the offspring of 

Svaoilfari, the stallion who helped build Odin's house 

at Asgard. 99 In fact, Norse mythology gives nearly 

every god a horse, each with its own name. 100 

Historical figures were also linked with horses. 

Germanic leaders associated themselves with horses. 

The Angles who sailed to Britain in the third century 

and who helped to establish Kent were led by two 
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brothers named Hengist and Horsa, the Old Saxon words 

for stallion and mare.ioi 

The horse in European cultures had powers beyond 

those with which the animal was naturally created. In 

the seventh century, when King Edwin of Northumbria 

considered converting to Christianity his chief 

he would be the first to priest, Coifi, declared 

renounce idolatry. Coifi then requested a stallion 

and arms from the King, a violation of his priestly 

status which forbade both riding a horse and carrying 

weapons, armed himself and mounted the horse. Coifi 

rode to the shrine, cast in his spear--thus profaning 

the altar--and ordered his followers to burn all the 

shines of the old religion. 102 Coifi became more than 

a man wishing to 

horse symbolized 

renounce pagan belief. Mounting a 

the power a man could have in making 

changes in his own life, as well as in others. 

Religious ceremonial rites involving horses 

included drinking horse blood, eating horsemeat, and 

displaying horse body parts (skull, genitals, tail). 

Such ceremonies were used to denote power, loyalty, 

and wealth, or to invoke magical energies. 103 Such 

rituals were prohibited by Christians who wished to 

distance themselves from heathen practices, and these 

practices remain taboo in many areas today. 104 

However, elements of the old horse cults continued to 
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exist through 

ceremony that 

continued in 

the Middle Ages. The Norse wedding 

centered around Freyr and Freyja 

the medieval practice of grooms and 

brides riding together on 

of May on a white horse 

dark. 10 ~ Anyone able to 

horses, preceded by a Lady 

and her male companion on a 

pluck a tail hair from a 

passing horse was believed to have obtained a good 

luck charm. 108 A foal's tooth could also be kept for 

good luck, and the breath of a horse was considered a 

good omen because a horse was a "clean" and "noble" 

Horse heads and skulls were associated 

with magic and bad luck. The direction a horse skull 

pointed determined where its bad influence would flow. 

Talking horse heads are found in German nursery-tales 

and it was believed that the spirits of evil horses 

rode through the night (hence our word 

"nightmare"). 108 Remnants of the horse cults are also 

found in the English hobby-horse and the horse-head 

gables still found in Lower Saxony in Germany. 109 

The fact that a horse represented power and also 

pride to the medieval world is illustrated in the 

story of Bishop Chad, who was sent by Archbishop 

Theodore to King Wulfhere of Mercia in an hour of need 

(ca. 672). Because the journey for Bishop Chad was 

long and the king was in need of his services, 

Archbishop Theodore ordered Bishop Chad to ride a 
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horse. Chad was loath to do so since riding horseback 

did not befit a humble man of God. Theodore, forced 

to insist, lifted Chad onto a horse with his own 

hands and compelled Chad to ride to his duties.iio It 

can be clearly seen in this story that the horse 

symbolized more than a means of transportation. A 

horse symbolized the importance of the rider. If a 

man were humble, riding a horse was a sign of self-

importance. No doubt this is why the symbol for 

pride, one of the deadly sins, is a rider on a 

horse.iii In contrast, if one were a person of 

substance or were to do a great deed, one had to be on 

horse. 

Horses also represented the obvious wealth of the 

owner and his place as a leader. Themistius noted 

that horses were gifts fit for kings. 112 Saint 

Isidore of Seville, in his listing of all the wealth 

of Spain, included a statement that the land was a 

great source of horses.i 13 Isidore later explained 

that it was because of their swift horses that the 

Goths had become so powerfu1. 1 i 4 Saint Gregory, 

bishop of Tours, gives an account of the plunder of 

Marilief by Duke Gararic. While horses are not 

mentioned as part of the military action, they are 

described as part of the booty.ii~ Another account 

by Gregory, describing how the men of Orleans and 
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Blois were taking booty and herds in the district, 

recounted how two men killed each other over "St. 

Martin's horses." 116 

The horse, for the people of the early Middle Ages, 

was valued for reasons beyond its ability to 

transport, to work, or even to be of military use. As 

Lynn Nelson demonstrates, a horse could be valued for 

something other than its use in war or even for its 

true monetary worth. Germanic tradition did not allow 

for the giving of a gift without some form of counter-

performance.117 Therefore, whatever one person might 

give another had to be repaid in some way. Since it 

would be difficult to pay for a gift of great value 

without actually returning the gift itself or placing 

one's self in financial difficulties, something had to 

be accepted as a symbol of the fulfillment of the 

custom of exchange. 118 The granting of horses (or 

even mules) in eleventh-century Navarre in return for 

land was not an indication of the expense of these 

animals or of their desirability. Rather, it was 

simply the fulfillment of the customary need for 

counter-performance when accepting a gift. 11~ 

Something which represented value had to be given in 

return for that which was valuable. 

In documents of the time, the prices for ordinary 

horses and mules in Navarre are recorded as being 
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exceptionally high: they were five times the price of 

a war horse. But these "horses of great price" were 

not a transfer of property for money and therefore 

were not worth the recorded value by themselves. 120 

Linking the grant of property with the giving or 

receiving of an excessively priced horse allowed for 

the transfer of land in perpetuity, which was not 

normally allowed under feudal law. 121 

Transactions involving horses of inflated price can 

also be found in Liber Historiae Francorurn, book 51, 

chapter 17, when horses and gifts were given by Clovis 

to the church of St. Martin to obtain the blessings of 

the saint for a victory against 

churchmen were forbidden to 

Alaric. Since the 

ride horses, and since 

these animals probably would not have been useful in 

agricultural production (refer back to chapter one and 

plow animals), the gift of horses in return for a 

blessing shows that the horse also had a spiritual 

value. In book 52, chapter 17, when Clovis purchases 

a horse back from the church of st. Martin for two 

hundred pieces of gold (a rather large sum for one 

horse), again the horse represents more than just its 

market value. Monastery records show that a palfrey 

could be worth as much as, or more than, a war 

horse. 122 This could only have been possible 

palfrey represented more than simple property. 
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use of the horse as a symbol of counter-performance 

seems to have been common in all areas of germanic 

influence. 

In The Poem of the Cid, one sees numerous examples 

of the horse in its role as a "gift of kings" and as a 

sign of the stature of the rider. After his first 

great victory in the poem--the battle outside of 

Alcocer--the Cid sends thirty horses with saddles and 

swords to King Alfonso VI of Leon in an attempt to 

win back the king's favor.i 23 After the battle in the 

pine woods at Tevor, the Cid releases the captured 

Count Ramon of Barcelona. Instead of allowing the 

Count and his men to ride away on their war horses, 

the Cid gives them palfreys to symbolize their loss 

of stature.i 24 After his triumph at Valencia, the Cid 

pays his vassals in land and horses,i 2 ~ the two 

seemingly of equal value to his men. The Cid 

continues to send gift horses to the king (one hundred 

of them after victory at Valencia and two hundred 

after the defeat of the King of Morocco) until the 

king finally receives the Cid in his good graces.i 2 e 

During the initial negotiations for the marriage of 

the Cid's daughters to the Infantes of Carrion, the 

Cid gives the Infantes mules and palfreys.i 27 No war 

horses are mentioned. The Cid then presents twenty 

palfreys and thirty war horses (destriers) to King 
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Alfonso. 12 • After the wedding between the Cid's 

daughters and the Infantes of Carrion, gifts of 

"costly mules, high-stepping palfreys and swift 

chargers" were made. J.29 When the ceremony is 

concluded, the Cid presents the king with more 

palfreys and war horses, one hundred in all. J.30 When 

the Infantes decide to return to Carrion with their 

new wives, the Cid provides them with still more 

palfreys and war horses. 131 Clearly, the horse 

symbolized more than simple transportation in this 

poem. The horse represented power, trust, wealth, and 

nobility. 

This use of the horse as a symbol should be kept 

well in mind whenever one is looking back to the 

Middle Ages through the colored glass of historical 

and literary record. If the horse was merely a common 

domesticated animal, why should it be held in greater 

respect than the ox or the mule? We know that both 

those animals were far more common that the great war 

horses of the day, yet they are curiously absent from 

stories and from those works of art in which the men 

and women of medieval Europe portrayed their world. 

It seems clear that the horse in the Middle Ages was 

more than just an animal and stood at the nexus of a 

complex web 

concepts. 

of social, economic, and religious 

We must, therefore, view accounts of 
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medieval horsemanship as also reflecting the symbolic 

role of the horse and not just as matter-of-fact 

portrayals of actual events. 

pre-dates the introduction 

This symbolic role also 

of the horse as heavy 

shock cavalry and the rise of the warrior aristocracy 

in the Middle Ages. The horse was important in the 

pre-medieval world long before the introduction of 

feudalism. 
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Chapter Four 

Heavy Cavalry and History, 732-1066 

If heavy shock cavalry was a significant part of 

medieval armies, then evidence of its existence should 

be available. Certainly, we should find such evidence 

cited in the works of the historians already mentioned 

as well as in other sources. The Brunner thesis has 

served as the keystone for establishing the origin of 

European heavy shock cavalry. Let us start with his 

work. 

The battle at Poitiers in 732 has been marked by 

Brunner and those who support his work as the genesis 

of heavy cavalry. 132 In this battle, Charles Martel 

gained a victory over a Muslim force and is given 

credit for having saved France and the rest of 

Western Europe from invasion. Since the Muslims used 

cavalry in later years, it has been assumed that they 

used horsemen at Poitiers against the infantry of the 

Franks. According to Brunner, though Charles Martel 

won with infantry, he saw the advantage of cavalry and 

so began to reorganize his army to include mounted 

warriors. 133 

While it is clear that the Franks fought on foot at 

Poitiers, 13 ' there is some doubt concerning the extent 

of Muslim cavalry. R. s. Lopez pointed out that the 
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actual numbers of Moorish cavalry might have been no 

larger than 

that Charles 

that of the Franks. 13 ~ He also wrote 

Martel's failure to capitalize on his 

enemies' retreat might just as easily have been 

because his own forces were too tired and scattered to 

pursue a foe that had already been beaten rather than, 

as Brunner's supporters claim, because he lacked the 

cavalry numbers to exploit the victory. 138 

Charles Martel did expropriate church lands after 

his victory, granting lands to his followers. Brunner 

cites this as the birth of feudal aristocracy. There 

is, however, no evidence that this policy was 

initiated to support the development of a cavalry arm. 

Still, Brunner and his followers elaborated upon his 

assumption. Charles Martel's successors are said to 

have refined the system of land grants in return for 

mounted military service. 137 The yearly muster of men 

in 755 was moved from the month of March to May, 

supposedly so that forage for horses would be 

available, thus facilitating the assembly of these new 

cavalry forces. 138 Tribute demanded from those 

subjugated was also said to have reflected the change 

from an infantry army to cavalry. In 758, Pepin 

changed Saxon tribute from cows to horses. 139 

Further, under Charlemagne, it was made a law that any 

man possessing a certain amount of land must supply 
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himself with a horse, arms, and armor. 140 These 

instances were all taken as support for Brunner's 

thesis and thus used to illustrate the role of heavy 

cavalry in the development of feudalism. 

While superficially 

these instances might 

supporting the Brunner thesis, 

have been caused by factors 

other than the need for heavy cavalry. The change of 

the muster time might have been caused by the needs of 

foraging for baggage trains rather than of feeding a 

force of war horses. 141 An army requires supplies 

whether on horse or on foot, and the most effective 

means of transport at the time was by pack animal. 142 

Since horses, mules, and the like are not able to 

carry heavy loads, a great number would be required, 

and their feeding would be a major consideration. 143 

Since these armies and their trains would have needed 

to live off the land throughout the campaign, it would 

have been prudent to wait until abundant forage was 

available. 

Although the conversion of Saxon tribute from cows 

to horses in 758 would seem to bolster the argument 

for the ongoing development of cavalry, its importance 

is tempered by the fact that the Franks required only 

three hundred horses from the Saxons. This would 

hardly have been enough to develop a significant 

cavalry force. 144 Other reasons for this particular 
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tribute may have been that the Saxons had better or 

more horses than cows at the time, or that taking 

Saxon cattle might have caused serious deprivation, or 

that the Frankish monarch planned on some honorific 

gifts to some foreign ruler, or any one of a number of 

potential reasons which could have been just as 

important as securing horses for a small force of 

three hundred. Furthermore, if tribute horses were 

being used to supply a cavalry force, Pepin would not 

have taken five hundred cows from the Saxons in 

748. 14 ~ These instances might indicate a shift to a 

cavalry force, but they are hardly conclusive 

evidence. 

Other historians have viewed several of 

Charlemagne's laws and decrees as documentation for 

his need for horses. In a document of 808, however, 

Charlemagne organized his subjects into groups, each 

of which was obligated to provide a foot soldier, not 

a horseman, to expand the Frankish Empire, 146 In his 

summons to his army, 147 Charlemagne specified the 

equipment required of the individual warrior. 

Although the list includes horses, it does not specify 

war horses. Though men bringing horses are expected 

to come equipped with shield, spear, and sword--arms 

often considered characteristic of cavalry--equal 

attention is given to other items, such as daggers, 
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bows and arrows, axes, planes, augers, spades, iron 

shovels "and other utensils which are necessary in an 

army." 148 A cavalry force, the effectiveness of which 

is based upon its mobility, would have had little need 

for the construction tools listed. It is probable 

that such equipment would be needed if it were 

intended for use in building fortifications along the 

way and/or to support siege operations. A cavalry 

force would be of little use in building 

fortifications. And if siege warfare was 

contemplated, cavalry would also have been of little 

use in assaulting or encircling fortifications. 

Though a fortification can be used as a base for 

cavalry operations, horsemen cannot participate in 

defending the fortification except in skirmishes and 

sallies, 14 ' 

A look at military 

that Charlemagne and 

did not depend on 

actions of the period suggests 

the other Carolingian monarchs 

the effectiveness of cavalry. 

Detailed accounts of Carolingian campaigns are not 

available to us. But based on what we have, there 

appears to be no reason to believe that cavalry played 

a major role. 150 Charlemagne's army was built on 

infantry forces, supported by cavalry as skirmishers 

and reconnaissance units, and focused on 

fortification building and siege warfare. 151 When the 
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cavalry did operate on its own, it was used to chase 

fleeing enemy forces or to gather booty. 1 ~ 2 By far 

the greater number of horses taken on campaign were 

used as pack animals. 1 ~ 3 An account in the Annales 

Regni Francorum indicates that while on campaign in 

the Ostmark, Charlemagne's army suffered from a 

"pestilence" which killed a large number of horses. 1 ~ 4 

Yet, the Franks were able to continue their efforts 

against the Avars. 1 ~~ This indicates not only a 

sizable number of horses in reserve (plus supplies to 

maintain them) but also that the army was not made 

mainly of cavalrymen, since the army was able to 

the horse losses. 1 ~ 8 As Charles continue despite 

Bowlus pointed out, the Avars were not as successful 

in their use of light cavalry as history has made 

them. 1 ~ 7 The Avars were accustomed to the use of 

fortifications, and so siege warfare against them was 

necessary. 1 ~ 8 If this is true, then heavy cavalry 

would have been useless in these siege wars, 

particularly in the mountainous, forested terrain of 

the Ostmark. 1 ~' This also means that the Carolingians 

would have needed a system of re-supply to make these 

sieges possible. This coincides with the observation 

that most of their animals were used as pack animals. 

It is further strengthened by the fact that in 791, 

Charlemagne attempted to build a canal between the 
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Main and Danube rivers to secure a supply route, thus 

demonstrating that he had an extensive logistical 

system to support such a construction project.iso 

That Charlemagne made use of horses cannot be denied. 

However, the primary role of horses (and indeed all 

animals) in his armies was logistical. Cavalry, when 

used, was used to support infantry operations. The 

infantry focused on fortifications, both building and 

besieging them. There is no evidence that heavy 

cavalry was a decisive arm in the campaigns of 

Charlemagne.iai 

There is also no evidence that heavy cavalry was a 

significant part of the armies of Charlemagne's sons, 

Pepin and Carloman.is 2 The Stuttgart Psalter (see 

fig. 10) shows Frankish cavalry of the period armed 

with swords, bows, and lances, acting as light 

cavalry, and not engaging in heavy cavalry shock 

attacks at a11.is 3 

A further instance used specifically by White to 

demonstrate the development of heavy cavalry is an 

account of a battle near the river of Dyle in 891, at 

a fortification called Louvain. Here, White said that 

the Frankish forces were "unaccustomed to fighting on 

foot," 164 indicating that the Franks had forsaken 

their traditional infantry assault in favor of shock 

cavalry attacks. However, the actual account given in 
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the Fulda Annals of the Frankish assault through a 

marshy area against a fortified Viking position is: 

••. Fancis pedetemptim certare inusitatum 
est" ie!!lo 

White's interpretation of this passage was: 

.•. the Franks who are unused to fighting Q.Il_ 
foot 156 

According to Bernard S. Bachrach, the translation 

should be: 

. the Franks who are unused to fighting "step 
by step" or "at a slow pace". 167 

The significance of this misreading of the original 

text is that it gives the impression that the Franks 

had changed their method of warfare. 168 In actuality 

it would appear that, though the Franks did ride to 

the battle, they fought Q!!. foot--as they always had. 

The only noteworthy thing about the battle on the Dyle 

is that the Franks had difficulties launching their 

infantry assault through a marsh. This account shows 

that the Franks were still using infantry tactics in 

891. Thus, what was thought of as an instance of 

knights uncomfortably dismounting to press home an 

assault is really the description of a force mounted 

merely for transport and still utilizing infantry 
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tactics of what many have believed was a previous age 

(massed infantry rush attack). In this light, it 

would appear that the Franks maintained a rather 

flexible and adaptable fighting force which was not 

centered on the charge of heavy cavalry. 189 

Further examples of battles which have been used to 

illustrate the role and development of heavy cavalry, 

but which in fact may not, involve the Magyars and the 

Germans. At the battle of Riade (Merseburg) in 933, a 

cavalry force of Magyars met with cavalry forces of 

Henry the Fowler. The battle recorded describes Henry 

gaining the victory by being able to cut the enemy "to 

pieces" while matching their speed. 170 If Henry had 

heavy shock cavalry, he would not have been able to 

match the speed of the light horsemen of the Magyars. 

Such an ability could have been well used by the later 

Crusaders in their battles with the light horsemen of 

the Islamic world. Oman credited Henry with teaching 

the Thuringians and the Saxons how to use heavy 

cavalry prior to the battle, yet Oman himself admitted 

that there is no evidence for how it was done. 171 If 

there is no evidence for how, then~ it done? If 

Henry the Fowler had heavy cavalry at Riade, as it has 

been assumed, there is little evidence of it. 

The battle of the Lech (Lechfeld) in 955 was placed 

by Oman along with Poitiers in 732 as evidence for the 
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use of heavy cavalry. 172 However, in his account of 

the battle, Oman stated the forces of Otto the Great 

(like those of Henry the Fowler) were able to catch 

and destroy the fleeing Magyars, again suggesting that 

their "heavy cavalry" was not all that heavy. 173 In 

reality, Otto's forces at the Lech were like those of 

Charles Martel at Poitiers--mostly infantry. 174 What 

led to the Magyars' defeat was not Otto's cavalry 

forces, but the Magyars' less-than graceful retreat 

and the opposition they faced after the battle by 

garrisoned infantry troops along their escape 

route. 17 ~ Neither battle (Riade or the Lech) proves 

the case for heavy cavalry use, and both raise serious 

questions. If heavy cavalry was present, there is no 

clear record of it. In the years between the two 

battles, there is a distinct lack of supporting 

material which in any way links the battles as 

indicators of the development and growth of medieval 

European heavy cavalry. If there is no clear 

beginning in 732, no real trace of development, and no 

definite proof of use, there can be little argument 

made for the existence of heavy cavalry or the shock 

attack during the time of the Carolingians, or soon 

thereafter. 

Perhaps the greatest source of information for the 

possible use of heavy cavalry and the shock attack 
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occurs with the battle of Hastings in 1066. The 

descriptions of the battle and the Bayeux Tapestry 

(see figs. 12-15) have supplied Oman, White, Norman, 

and others with what they consider proof of the use of 

heavy cavalry in the shock assault, and in particular, 

its success in dealing with the older, more 

traditional infantry shield wall. The standard 

treatment for the battle follows. 

William, duke of Normandy, invaded the British 

Isles from his holdings in Normandy. Harold, king of 

the Saxons, moved down from the north to meet the 

Normans and established positions on Senlac Hill near 

Hastings. On 14 October, the largely calvary force of 

William launched a series of assaults on the shield 

wall established by Harold and his infantry. After 

numerous assaults, William's cavalry was unable to 

break the Saxons' position. Accounts differ on what 

finally broke the Saxon line. It may have been a 

feigned retreat on the part of the Normans; perhaps 

pressure was placed on the Saxons by the constant 

barrage of Norman arrows; possibly the rumored deaths 

of William and Harold caused the Saxons to charge out 

of their position to be cut down by William's cavalry. 

In any event the Saxons, who had been resisting the 

Normans for the better part of a day, lost their 

advantage and were finally defeated. 176 Oman 
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presented Hastings (1066) and the battle of 

Dyrrhachium (1081) as the last gasps for infantry 

until the rise of the Italian city-states and made 

these battles the "marking posts" for the ascendance 

of heavy cavalry in the Middle Ages. 177 

Let us refer to the battle as it is depicted in the 

Bayeux Tapestry.i 7 a One sees horses and cavalry. The 

way they are shown indicates that cavalry was a 

significant part of the Norman force and played a 

major role in the battle. However, in no frame is 

smashing combat depicted, with actual knight-on-

knight, couched lances lowered at the charge. True, 

it can be taken that the lance was at least carried in 

the couched position, but the lance is not depicted as 

actually being used in that fashion. 179 The lances 

appear to be couched only as a means of carriage and 

not in preparation for an assault. Though saddles are 

shown in detail which indicates that they were 

designed for heavy use, none are represented with the 

high pommels or cantles of later medieval saddles, 

which kept a charging knight seated when his lance 

impacted a target. In fact, the actual cantles shown 

have a downward slope which would facilitate the 

knight being knocked off the back of his horse if he 

were hit in a head-on impact. 180 The lances 

themselves are also not of a type which would be 
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useful in a shock attack. Thin and light, they would 

not have withstood the force of horse and man driving 

them into the target. Furthermore, these light lances 

are shown being held up and/or out, in the "pig 

sticking" fashion 

used by both 

common in hunting and in the style 

earlier and much later light 

cavalry/lancer forces. 181 Gerald of Wales mentions 

long spears of that type being able to penetrate chain 

mail when thrown or thrust at close range. 182 Surely, 

if a knight could kill or wound by jabbing or throwing 

his spear, without having to subject himself, his 

horse, and his equipment to the nasty effects of a 

head-on charge, common sense indicates that he would 

do so. 

The depictions in the Bayeux Tapestry are not 

evidence for the existence and use of heavy cavalry in 

shock combat. Rather, they show armored riders either 

fighting as mounted infantry, closing with the 

opposition to engage with hand-wielded weapons, or 

using equipment which appears to have been originally 

developed for the hunt, and using hunting techniques 

on the battlefield. 

The assertion that the battle of Hastings marked 

the end of infantry as an effective force seems to be 

cast in doubt by the Normans themselves. At 

Tinchebrai in 1106, Bremule in 1119, Bourg Theroulde 
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in 1124, at the Standard in 1138, and at Lincoln in 

1141, Anglo-Norman knights dismounted to fight. 183 It 

would seem that the Normans, rather than adopting a 

totally new form of warfare involving heavy cavalry 

and the shock attack, simply adapted already existing 

heavy infantry tactics to fighting on horseback, much 

as their northern brethren, the Vikings, had done when 

their raids took them far inland. 184 The battle, as 

it is recorded, does not support the notion that heavy 

cavalry using shock attacks was in use in 1066. 

Rather, it seems to be an example of how a hypothesis 

can lead to the evaluation of evidence to support the 

affirmation of the hypothesis rather than to produce 

an objective analysis of the presented facts. Perhaps 

heavy shock cavalry and the great horse made their 

true appearance at a later time under different 

circumstances. 
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Chapter Five 

Heavy Cavalry and History, The Crusades 

In 1096, a force of European knights answered the 

call of Pope Urban II and marched from Europe into the 

Holy Land. 18 ~ Success in battles at Nicea, Dorylaeum, 

Iconium, Edessa, and Antioch occurred largely because 

Muslim attention was focused on a larger problem with 

the Turks, 186 and the First Crusade achieved its goal 

of taking control of Jerusalem in 1099. 187 For almost 

one hundred years, the Crusaders fought to keep 

Jerusalem. The Crusaders' successes, their loss of 

the city, and their efforts to regain it until 1274 

have become the subject of tales, legends, and future 

aspirations. It is believed that the knights reached 

their highest level of achievement at this time by 

embodying the ideals of both Christianity and the 

aristocratic warrior class. Surely, if any period 

should clearly demonstrate the role of the great horse 

in the achievements of the medieval warrior class, it 

is this one. 

The Crusaders took Jerusalem by storm after a short 

siege. 188 This hardly starts the story off with a 

strong case for heavy cavalry. On the Basra 

expedition (1147), the Crusaders dealt with Muslim 

light cavalry harassment by placing archers between 
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the knights and the enemy. The expedition lasted 

twelve days, and though the force did survive, the 

knights were unable to fend off the Islamic attacks 

alone. 189 Cavalry and infantry forces had to 

cooperate in order to hold their own against the 

Muslims. 190 

By their mass and their weapons, they [infantry] 
covered the horsemen from enemy attack until 
these were ready to ride out and deliver their 
all-important charge. 191 

Throughout the Crusades, this need for infantry 

support by the cavalry repeated itself. Though there 

were instances when a cavalry charge won the day, it 

happened only when the Muslims were taken by surprise 

or when they chose to stand and face the Crusaders' 

assault. 192 Otherwise, the light cavalry of the 

Muslims avoided direct contact, thus negating what 

advantage the knights had in shock force and armor 

protection, and maintained their ability to harass in 

spite of the Crusaders' efforts. 

Contrary to popular conceptions, the European 

nobility were not alone in their efforts to free the 

Holy Land. Though little is recorded of them, 

religious pilgrims offered a great deal of aid to the 

Crusaders. 193 There was also the advent and 

deployment of military orders of knights who added to 
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the Crusaders' numbers. 194 And then there was the 

expanded use of mercenaries, particularly after feudal 

requirements for participation in the Crusades had 

expired. 19 ~ All these additional personnel--pilgrims, 

military orders, infantry, archers, and mercenaries--

cast a long shadow across the notion that the Crusades 

were taken up primarily by the knights of the feudal 

aristocracy. Their presence further suggests that the 

number of knights actually involved was not very great 

and that the mass of the Crusade's forces were made up 

of infantry. 198 After the defeat at Hattin in 1187, 

the Muslims captured 1,200 knights, and 20.000 foot 

soldiers. 197 This demonstrates that while the knights 

may have received the main attention in historical 

records, most of the military was made of infantry. 

The military forces of the Islamic world at the 

time of the Crusades were primarily light cavalry. 

They did not start that way, however. Their 

transition to cavalry involved a great deal of outside 

help from people who had a much longer tradition of 

horsemanship. 

an infantry 

protected by 

In the seventh century, the Arabs were 

force fighting with sword and bow, and 

light armor. 198 They were able to 

sustain operations in the desert by utilizing camels 

as pack animals. 199 In the eighth century, victories 

over the Byzantines gave the Arabs access to equine 
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knowledge and breeding stock. With the infusion of 

the nomadic Turks in the eleventh century, Islamic 

forces became primarily cavalry. 200 The Muslims did 

not, as one might expect, obtain their breeding stock 

from the steppes of central Asia, but rather from 

North Africa. Though these animals (Barbs and 

Arabians) were influenced by oriental stocks, they had 

long been in use in the west, and they enter the 

historical record as chariot horses on the tracks in 

the Roman Empire. 201 

In contrast to the profound level of knowledge the 

Muslims gained concerning horse breeding from the 

Byzantines, there is little evidence that the 

Europeans bred for any distinctive type of horse prior 

to the Crusades. 202 In pre-crusade Normandy, for 

example, in St. Euroul, Haras du Pin, and La Perche, 

the focus had been on simply breeding big horses. No 

attention to physical qualities, temperament, or any 

attribute other than size is recorded. 203 However, 

during the eighteenth 

the cross breeding 

century, in these same areas 

of Danish, Belgian, and English 

horses occurred that led to the modern day Percheron, 

one of many 

draft horses 

current 

could have 

breeds of draft horses. 20 ' If 

been bred outside of Europe 

( i • e . Persia), they would have been. This fact 

counters McNeill's theory that Europe lacked the 
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breeding stock for large horses and had to import. It 

would again seem that the ancestors of the modern 

draft horse breeds, and the great horse, were found in 

Europe itself, although at the time of the Crusades, 

they had yet to be recorded as a distinctive type. 

The horses used by the Crusaders were thicker, 

heavier animals than their Arabian counterparts, and 

they were much more susceptible to the hot climate and 

diseases of the Near East. They were poorly trained 

animals who lacked discipline and were able to do 

little more than charge until exhausted, wounded, or 

killed. 20 ~ These animals were not capable of fluid 

cavalry actions and once 

could not alter their 

committed to a charge, they 

direction. 2O • The horses 

brought from Europe by the Crusaders required larger 

amounts of both food and water than their Islamic 

counterparts, which became a difficulty when such was 

not readily available, and deadly if resources were 

not strictly controlled. 2O7 A horse with too full a 

stomach can develop colic and seize, making physical 

exertion difficult because of severe pain. Colic can 

also result in death. 208 Allowing a horse to drink 

uncontrolled could leave the rider with a mount that 

was too full to move, and also could leave the 

horseman exposed to enemy attack while his mount 

drank. If the rider himself chose to drink and 
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dismounted, the animal could run off, leaving the 

rider to his own devices. And even if the rider 

remained in his saddle, a sudden attack could find 

both horse and rider unable to respond since they 

would naturally be located in a low lying area at a 

tactical disadvantage. 209 The requirements of food 

and water for their horses gave the European knights 

serious problems, not only in terms of logistics, but 

also in the very methods needed to insure that their 

horses were not caught un-prepared to deal with a 

sudden attack. The horses of the Muslims, acclimated 

and adapted to survival in an area where food and 

water were in short supply, did not suffer from the 

same shortcomings. 

The actual size of the Crusaders' war horses can be 

determined by the known dimensions of horse transport 

ships used at the time. 210 Using this information, 

Anne Hyland has arrived at an average height of 15 to 

15.2 hands high for the Crusaders' war horses. 211 A 

pony today stands 14.2 hands high or less; a horse 

measures 14.3 hands high or more. 212 It would appear 

that the European war horse of the period was little 

taller than a modern pony (four inches) and nowhere 

near the 18 hands high of great horses of the late 

Medieval and early Renaissance 

the war horses of the Crusades 
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high (or less than an inch) taller than the 15 hands 

high Arabians and Barbs ridden by the Huslims, 214 

These measurements hardly present the same picture of 

a knight atop his grand steed given to us from 

literary sources. It would seem that the war horses 

of the Crusaders were rather rough in comparison to 

modern animals and puny when compared to the great 

horses found on the tournament grounds of later 

Medieval Europe. 21 ~ 

Proof for the necessity of revising the idea that 

the Crusaders rode great horses during the Crusades 

can be found in an article written by Tim Severin 

called "Retracing the First Crusade." 216 In this 

article, Severin unwittingly demonstrated that what he 

tried to recreate never happened. Severin spent 

eight months with "Carty," an Ardennes stallion, which 

he claimed to be a descendant of the crusading 

knights' "great horses." Following the route taken by 

Godwin the Good on the First Crusade, Severin left 

Belgium on his trek with Carty. He soon discovered 

that riding the draft horse was an unpleasant 

experience, for the horse's gait was too ponderous. 

Had Severin researched his subject, he would have 

known that the knights did not ride their great horses 

as transportation for the same reason, 217 as well as 

to save the animal's strength for more important 
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uses. 218 Severin rode to Germany before he figured 

out that he, like the medieval knights, needed a 

riding horse, too. Severin finally purchased one, 

leaving Carty to carry the pack. Severin further 

observed that even just carrying the pack, Carty could 

not be persuaded to proceed at a pace faster than her 

normal plod. It is doubtful that medieval knights 

could have done any better. 

Carty also had problems dealing with the heat of 

the European summer. Severin, in spite of benefiting 

from the ease with which food and water could be 

obtained in modern Europe, had difficulty keeping up 

with Carty's needs. Finally, after 2,000 miles, Carty 

fell victim to the heat. Severin and his traveling 

companion cared for the animal for twelve hours. It 

was decided not to risk the horse's health and life 

further, so Carty was sent back from Hungary to 

Austria. There, a horse breeder took charge of the 

animal, planning 

like the kind the 

to display Carty as "a horse just 

knights rode." 219 In spite of 

modern conveniences, access to roadways and maps, and 

without the threat of attack or the need to forage for 

food and water, Severin was still unable to march his 

one great horse from Belgium to Jerusalem. Carty did 

not even make it out of Europe, let alone manage with 

the climates of Asia Minor and the Near East. Severin 
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did complete his journey to Jerusalem. He did so on 

his riding horse. 

Severin's "knight's horse" expedition was a 

failure. If Severin could not march one great horse 

from Belgium to Jerusalem in the twentieth century, 

how could the Crusaders have successfully marched 

hundreds, if not thousands, of great horses in the 

eleventh century? Obviously, the horses used by the 

Crusaders, those that were 15.2 hands high, were not 

"great horses" at all, but more likely drawn from 

common riding stock. There probably were no great 

horses on the Crusades. If this is so, then what can 

be said of the effectiveness of European heavy shock 

cavalry? 

When looking at 

activities of the 

resulted was not 

the actual consequences of the 

Crusaders, one finds that what 

the product of successful heavy 

The Crusades were not a matter of cavalry campaigns. 

one cavalry force 

another. Rather, 

fighting 

they were 

and maneuvering against 

a series of invasions 

against a fixed garrison. 220 At the start, the Franks 

invaded and attacked the cities of Antioch, Jerusalem 

and others. Then, the Muslims fought against 

Crusaders' strongholds. While it is true that a 

garrison requires the support of an army in the field 

to withstand prolonged attacks, seldom did two 
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opposing armies meet in the field during the Crusades. 

Victory was often won when an invasion went unopposed 

rather than because of actual combat. 221 The true 

focus of 

Christians 

the 

and 

military 

Muslims 

confrontations between 

was actually on 

fortifications--their building, their defense, and 

their taking. 2 22 

While some point out that the castles built by the 

Crusaders served as a frontier defensive line, R. c. 
Smail suggested that the 

of military and economic 

castles were instead points 

control. 223 Christian 

castles were, in fact, instruments of colonization for 

the Latin states. 224 From these administrative 

points, the Crusaders were 

population and thus secure 

support of the area that 

required. 225 While castles 

able to control the local 

the important economic 

colonization has always 

did serve as military 

bases, they were more important as places of refuge 

where supplies, equipment, and personnel could be 

stored to wait out an invasion until the enemy tired. 

Castles, not knights on horseback, allowed the 

Christian overlords to survive Muslim attacks while 

waiting for an opportunity to strike back under more 

favorable circumstances. Those circumstances usually 

occurred when the Muslims were forced by their own 

constraints to retire. 226 That was the reason why 
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Saladin, in his peace treaty with Richard I, required 

the destruction of all Crusader fortifications within 

the Muslim area of control. Without those 

fortifications, the Crusaders had little hope of again 

controlling Muslim territories. 227 

If European heavy cavalry had been capable of 

defeating the light cavalry of the Muslims during the 

Crusades, it most probably would have done so. If the 

mobility and shock effect of the mounted knight was 

truly the center of the Crusaders' power, then castles 

would not have been built. Hugh of St. Omer built 

the castle at Toran before 1107, thirteen miles east 

of Tyre, to serve as a refuge to forces travelling 

between Tiberias and Tyre. In 1117, Baldwin I added 

another castle nine miles to the south. Between 1136 

and 1149, castles were built at Bait Gibrin, Yibneh, 

Tell es-Safi, and Gaza. 228 In the thirteenth century, 

Chateau Pelerin, Montfort, Ascalon, Sidon, Beaufort, 

and Mt. Tabor were established. 229 The key to what 

success the Crusades had was not in the use of heavy 

cavalry in shock attacks but in the building of 

fortifications and engaging in siege warfare. 230 The 

actual role played by the field armies of the Crusades 

was not to oppose invasions or to defeat the enemy, 

but rather, to insure his withdrawal after he had 

already given up the fight. 231 Thus, to offer battle 
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was usually unnecessary and, for the crusaders, 

unwanted. The few times when a Crusaders' field army 

was successful was either when it worked in close 

cooperation with infantry, or when the Muslims were 

foolish enough (or surprised enough) to stand before 

the Crusaders' charge. 232 Otherwise, the armored 

knights on their horses were of little use. 

In spite of the great efforts made by the West, the 

Holy Land was lost. If heavy cavalry was so 

effective, why did the Crusaders lose? An answer 

might be that, contrary to the accounts of successful 

heroic action by individuals, the Crusaders lost 

because they insisted on focusing their tactics on 

the effects of the shock assault despite the 

limitations of such attacks. They are, for instance, 

useless against an enemy that will not accept the 

assault. The light cavalry of the Muslims simply used 

common sense in dealing with the Crusaders--they did 

not present themselves as easy targets. 233 The 

Muslims did, at least once, try to face the knights' 

charge. In 1099 at Ascalon, they met the forces of 

Godfrey (soon to be King of Jerusalem) with sword and 

lance--fighting in a way the crusaders could deal 

with--and lost. 234 With Saladin and the establishment 

of Mameluke power in Egypt, the "swarm" technique was 

adopted, which involved the Muslims' cavalry keeping 
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out of the reach of the knights while maintaining a 

barrage of arrows which nullified the Crusaders' 

"once-for-all-charge." 23 ~ 

During the 

began to enter 

aristocracy. 236 

struggles of the 

the lives of 

The atrocities 

Crusades, chivalry 

the European warrior 

which had marked 

previous European wars and which were noted during the 

Crusades (particularly in the sacking of Jerusalem) 

were no longer as widely accepted as the natural 

consequences of battle--at least not among the 

"knightly" classes. 237 Codes of honor, rules of 

conduct, and an emphasis on culture and learning that 

had been largely absent prior to the Crusades, began 

to develop. Some might say that this was the result 

of the Christian influence on the Crusaders as they 

dedicated themselves to something larger than their 

own concerns. However, the real-life motivations of 

the "Crusaders" were the same as those which had 

motivated others to take up grand campaigns--to gain 

land, power, and wealth. 238 Since, in the end, the 

warrior class failed not only in securing the Holy 

Land but also in proving itself mighty in battle, the 

warrior aristocracy might have had difficulty 

justifying its continued noble status in Europe. If 

lightly armed "infidels'' could rout the finest 

Christian knights, and if the only shelter from those 
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attacks was found behind castle walls or common foot 

soldiers, then what set the warrior aristocracy apart 

from the peasant? What were those in power to do in 

order to preserve their right to rule? The "knight in 

shining armor'' was clearly ineffective on the 

battlefield by the fifteenth century. 239 The same can 

also be said of the knight of the Crusades. Could it 

be that between the two periods, something took place 

which perpetuated the role of the knight, if not in 

fact, then at least in the perception of the 

population? 

At this point, it is clear that there is no 

conclusive evidence for the development or use of 

heavy cavalry during the Merovingian or Carolingian 

periods, nor in the Holy Roman Empire. There is no 

conclusive proof for shock assaults by the Normans, 

and little argument can be made that heavy shock 

cavalry was an effective force during the Crusades. 

If heavy cavalry was such an important part of 

medieval European life, then it should have been in 

evidence by the time of the Crusades. Perhaps the 

origin of the "knight in shining armor" is yet 

elsewhere. 
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Chapter Six 

Nobility, Battles, and Tournaments 

It has been shown that the link between horses and 

nobility reaches far back into the cultural past of 

Europeans. The aristocracy of medieval Europe 

identified itself with the horse and everything having 

to do with horses. 240 They had to know how to ride, 

train, and care for horses, and their status as 

nobility depended on horses. A nobleman's standing 

was reflected in the value of his horse. 241 Sports 

involving horses were viewed by the feudal nobility as 

a way to stay fit, a means of maintaining battle and 

riding skills, a means of avoiding sin, and a chance 

to socialize, as well as a way to display their social 

rank.242 Look today at the participants in and 

sponsors of horse racing (the Sport of Kings), fox 

hunting, or polo. 

No animal is more noble than the horse, since it 
is by horses that princes, magnates and knights 
are separated from lesser people. 243 

However, ascribing to the nobility and their horses 

actual battlefield use is not supported by historical 

evidence. The facts of warfare in the Middle Ages 
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indicate that the true emphasis was on infantry 

tactics (fortifications, sieges, infantry assaults, 

etc.) and not on the use of heavy cavalry in a shock 

assault. When cavalry was used in an attack, the 

warriors fought as mounted infantryman, 244 closing to 

settle the affair at close quarters, rather than using 

the speed and mobility of their mounts. 

During the thirteenth century, we have accounts of 

various battles in which knights in armor are said to 

have had a substantial role, and thus it has been 

assumed that the knight in the shock assault was an 

effective fighting force. Let us take a brief look at 

them. The battle of Bouvines, 27 July 1214, was 

fought between Otto IV and Philip Augustus. There are 

no specific numbers of participants available to us. 

Knights were given almost complete attention in the 

accounts, yet in describing the casualties, the number 

of knights listed was but a few hundred while the 

bodies of the foot soldiers were said to have been too 

numerous to count. 24 ~ In the battle of Cortenuova, 27 

November 1237, between Emperor Fredrick II and the 

Lombards, the majority of combatants were infantry. 246 

At Hausbergen (1262) the citizens of Strasbourg 

fielded an infantry force and defeated aristocratic 

knights. 2 <411 7 These battles show that infantry was a 

major part of battlefield action. 
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Perhaps the two most lauded battles of the century 

as far as knightly achievement was concerned were the 

battles of Benevento, 26 February 1266, and 

Tagliacozzo, 23 August 1268. Both occurred between 

the heavily armored knights of the Hohenstaufens and 

the lesser forces of Charles of Anjou. 249 The actual 

tactical events of each battle are obscure and the 

movements recounted are vague, but the end result in 

both was that Charles, with inferior numbers and with 

his knights clad only in chain mail (as opposed to the 

Hohenstaufens' plate armor), overcame and defeated the 

Hohenstaufens. The Hohenstaufens lost their leaders 

in both battles (Manfred, killed in battle at 

Benevento, and Conradin, captured at Tagliacozzo, 

later executed). 24 ' Both battles are curious, 

partially in that they give no 

whatsoever, but mostly because 

account of infantry 

in each case the 

battle turned, not on the use of shock tactics, but in 

the manner in which close-quarters fighting was done. 

At Benevento, the French were able to close with the 

Hohenstaufen forces until the their swords were 

useless (too long) and the French could exploit the 

weakness of the plate armor by jabbing daggers into 

the joints. 2 ~ 0 At Tagliacozzo, the weight of the 

plate armor rendered the Hohenstaufens unable to move, 

so supposedly, the French were free to grab the 
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Hohenstaufens' armor, throw them down and dispatch 

them. 251 In both battles, knights on horses resorted 

to tactics which show them in the role of infantry. 

Noble and expensively equipped as these aristocratic 

warriors may have been, they still fought in a manner 

no different from foot soldiers. 

One must question the tactical accuracy of such 

accounts. If knights in plate armor were so 

vulnerable, then one would expect either that the 

Europeans would have stopped using plate, or that they 

would have adopted lightly armored infiltrators who 

could close with armored knights and take advantage of 

their weakness. One might also consider the role of 

the "story" of the battle itself. If someone wished 

to make a victory appear all the greater, the victor 

could be made to look disadvantaged while the 

vanquished's former powers could be magnified. Think 

of the tale of David and Goliath. What better way to 

make the victory more impressive than by making the 

contest one between a boy and a giant? In any event, 

these battles were not decided by the shock assault, 

but rather by close combat. Though they were on 

horses, the knights fought as infantry. 

By the fourteenth century, we begin a period where 

there are clear victories made by infantry: Courtrai, 

1302, and Bannockburn, 1314, to name but two. Heavy 
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cavalry in the shock assault was not a decisive factor 

during the Crusades, nor was it in Europe during the 

thirteenth century. Yet, there is a substantial body 

of material which clearly illustrates the role that 

the nobility and their horses had in the Middle Ages. 

More than anything else, the "knight in shining armor" 

is associated with the tournament. Let us now delve 

into that story. 

To clarify the terms to be used: A melee was a 

mass combat often fought with infantry and could 

involve the lower classes within the ranks of the 

military. Melees were miniature battles except that 

death, while very possible, was regrettable. 2 ~ 2 There 

were no rules pertaining to the actual combat though 

there were designated areas where participants could 

withdraw for respite (refuges). 2 ~ 3 Victory was 

decided by who was left uncaptured at the end of the 

fray. A tournament was a mass charge of cavalry 

teams against one another. After the initial clash, 

the affair was usually settled using hand weapons 

(sword, mace), with winners determined by who remained 

in his saddle. A joust was a competition in which 

one knight on horseback was set against another. The 

usual objective was to unseat one's opponent with a 

lance strike or from the blow of a hand-wielded 

weapon. 2 & 4 Unlike the melee and early tournaments, 
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the joust was not done to battlefield standards in 

that weapons were blunted and there were rules which 

controlled the action so as to reduce the chances of 

injury and death. 25 ~ 

Games of horsemanship are recorded as having 

occurred in 842 between Louis the German and Charles 

the Bald. This instance cannot be said to be the 

first tournament because 

involved. 256 However, it 

together of leaders in some 

no combat games were 

does 

form 

mark the coming 

of martial show. 

When combat games did enter into events, they were, of 

course, not the polished affairs of later centuries. 

In the twelfth century, contests were primarily melees 

and were small, rather spontaneous affairs advertised 

by word of mouth, and consisted of a score or two of 

warriors choosing up sides. 257 What reward might have 

been available was in the form of ransoms gathered 

from captured opponents, and "professional" 

contestants could make a living traveling the circuit. 

In this way, a warrior without land or birthright 

could raise his status if he managed to maintain a 

winning record. 258 

Such was the case of William Marshal (1147-1219) 

who became the Earl of Pembroke under the English King 

Stephen. Born a commoner, he rose to prominence 

starting under the tutelage of Lord Tancarville (who 
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knighted him in 1167) during the time of Henry II. 

In Marshal's day, the horses used in the events were 

common animals and were fair game. During William's 

first melee, his horse was killed while he fended off 

a group of foot soldiers. Though William's actions 

were considered commendable, they were also regarded 

as foolish since in achieving a victory, he lost his 

horse, leaving him with a net loss. 259 The young 

William learned his lesson, and after observing Philip 

of Flanders in action, adopted Philip's tactic of 

waiting until the mass of contestants were locked in 

combat, then moving in to capture those who had been 

knocked out early to hold for ransom. 2 • 0 Using this 

tactic, William not only saved himself from the bother 

of the fight, but also built a reputation as a 

successful contestant--all while filling his pockets 

with ransom booty. 

Marshal's use of a "wait-and-see" tactic is 

significant. It demonstrates that during the time of 

Henry II, one did not need to engage in shock combat 

to be successful in a melee. Furthermore, since 

melees were fought with the equipment and tactics used 

in real combat, the same can be said for medieval 

warfare as a whole at the time. A shock attack was 

not necessary for victory, and horses were no more 

significant on the field of battle than was any other 
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participant. In fact, in the accounts of William's 

adventures, there are many instances when horses were 

clearly open targets for attack. In addition to the 

instance mentioned above, while William was avenging 

the murder of his Uncle, the Earl of Salisbury, 

William killed six horses. 261 When covering the 

retreat of Henry II after Le Mans, William met 

Richard I and rather than kill the man who would be 

the future king, William killed his horse. 262 It 

would seem that the warrior on horse was not only non-

essential in battle during William's day, but that his 

horse was as easy, if not a better, target than the 

warrior himself. There would have been no advantage 

to pressing home a mounted assault from the back of a 

dead horse. Thus, accounts of melees serve to further 

counter the contention that heavy cavalry in a shock 

assault played a significant role on the medieval 

battlefield. 

As of the twelfth century, the average knight was 

not yet a nobleman. A "knight" was but a horseman and 

so was of the same social rank as a clerk or other 

royal servant. 263 In the infantry armies of the early 

Middle Ages, young men in training might well have 

been used as messengers or as reconnaissance parties. 

Thus, the first knights might have been servants who 

were bound to their lord for direct support in return 
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for services. For this reason, they were on the same 

level as any other household member. It was much 

later that knights rose to the status of nobility. 

Formal tournaments started in the twelfth century, 

and Henry II is noted as having participated in a 

tournament held in celebration of his daughter's 

wedding at Beaucaire~ 64 Early tournaments, like 

melees, were reflective of the battlefield techniques 

used at the time. Horsemen, holding their lances up 

or out--ready to thrust in hunting style--would charge 

at one another. Since both parties had shields and 

wore armor, the initial contact would tend to be of 

little consequence and was followed by more violent 

exchanges with hand weapons at close quarters. 28 ~ 

Sometime around the twelfth century, the open-faced 

conical helmet of war ,was generally replaced by the 

"great helm" in tournaments. The new helmet covered 

and protected the entire head. 266 This made it 

necessary for warriors to somehow identify themselves 

on the contest field since their faces could no longer 

be seen. This was the start of heraldry in medieval 

Europe. 267 Coats-of-arms were displayed on surcoats 

and shields, devices were attached to helmets--all to 

aid in the identification of contestants. This 

development became a significant part of the 

trappings of later tournaments and today helps to mark 
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equipment that had been designed for use only in 

jousts. Heraldic devices which protruded on helmets 

defeated the purpose behind making the surfaces of the 

helmet smooth (to deflect attacking blows), and could 

also serve as handles by which an opponent could 

impede or even injure the device wearer. Further, 

colorful coats-of-arms with ornate decorations on 

surcoats and shields would not have lasted long when 

exposed to the conditions of battle or life on 

campaigns. 

It is believed that around this same time, the 

practice of couching the lance beneath the arm began 

which allowed the lance to be rammed directly into an 

opponent. 2 • 9 Because of this, the power of the horse 

could be transferred through the body of the knight 

and used in the force of the attack, uniting the 

knight, the horse, and the lance into one missile. 269 

While this form of attack would not be beneficial 

against infantry who could have more, longer, and 

steadier-held spears than the attacker, a well-landed 

strike against a lone horseman in a joust was forceful 

enough to knock the opposing rider off his horse 

entirely. To aid the rider in keeping his seat 

against such a 

pommels were 

force, high, reinforced cantles and 

built into saddles effectively locking 

the knight in. 270 The force of impact generated in 
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such charges caused the weari~g of plate armor (as 

opposed to mail) over the chest to protect bones from 

breaking. Plate could be utilized in the joust since 

ease of movement and weight were not great concerns to 

a rider who had little intention of dismounting, and 

killing one's opponent was not the objective. This, 

then, began the process of continually creating a 

heavier knight by covering more of his body with 

thicker plate armor to protect against the jolt of 

being hit by a blunted lance intended only to knock 

the rider from his horse. 271 

By the thirteenth century, there was a marked 

difference between the actions which took place at the 

tournaments and the tactics of the battlefield. 

Knights began to use weapons in tournaments which 

before were only used in the joust. 272 Blunted lances 

became heavier and thicker so they could impart 

greater force on impact. Jousting lances were further 

modified with hooks and ribs near the hand piece which 

could be attached to an arret de cuirasse, a prong 

installed on the right side of the breastplate on 

which to rest the lance to steady it during a charge 

and hold it firm when contact was made. 273 Once these 

modifications were in place, the lance could no longer 

be thrown or wielded otherwise; it had to be carried 

couched under the arm. To protect the knight further 
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from the increasingly violent clash, thick layers of 

straw or cloth padding ("buffers" and "trappers") were 

worn both over and under the armor. 274 Beneath the 

armored knight was his horse wearing armor of its own. 

The mounts first used in melees and tournaments 

were standard cavalry/war horses. A tournament horse, 

like a war horse, had to be trained not to fear humans 

or other horses, had to be aggressive and violent, and 

could not veer away from a head-on collision. 27 ~ 

Since these horses could not be used in any actual 

productive manner (i.e. pulling a plow or hauling a 

upkeep had to be their wagon), the entire cost of 

absorbed by the owner(s). 

tournament horse expensive. 278 

knight's armor increased and 

This made maintaining a 

As the weight of the 

the shock force of the 

joust became more substantial, it became 

use horses of increased size and bulk. 

necessary to 

While a suit 

of battle armor might weigh 50-60 pounds, jousting 

armor could weigh more than 100 pounds. 277 Add this 

weight to that of the rider (approximately 140 

pounds), the arms, the saddle, the padding and/or 

armor for the horse, and a jousting steed could easily 

have been carrying more than 300 pounds on his back at 

a full gallop when crashing into an equally weighted 

opponent. 278 Horses which could carry that much 

weight were certainly not drawn from the slight riding 
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horses of the day, nor even from the hunting stables 

of swift horses. These animals were of a type which 

naturally possessed greater bulk and sheer strength. 

Written records of great horses during the late 

Middle Ages and the Renaissance give a height of 16-18 

hands high. 279 Such animals were much larger than the 

14.5-15.2 hands high war horses of the earlier 

medieval periods and were probably of limited use in 

actual field combat, since their size and weight would 

have decreased their agility in battle. 280 By the 

fifteenth century, the increase in armor 

great enough that the knightly steed 

weight was 

could be 

charging with nearly 450 pounds upon his back. 281 So 

great was this burden that in 1410, the knights of 

northern France, Flanders, and Brabant were astonished 

to see the knights of Gascony and Lombardy turn at a 

full gallop--a feat they could no longer accomplish 

due to their own bulk and weight. 282 

Horses of great strength and bulk were needed in 

large numbers since the knight now had to have three 

or four of these animals in order to participate in 

his duties. 283 A knight would, of course, needed a 

war horse. But the war horse was 

horse. Further, the knight could 

not his jousting 

not afford to use 

his expensive animals for more common tasks, so other 

horses were needed for hunting, entertainment, and/or 
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show. Next he needed horses upon which he and his 

servants could ride when simply traveling. More 

animals were needed to carry supplies: pack horses, 

cart horses, wagon teams, etc. Then, he would need to 

keep a supply of spare horses to serve after others 

died. Additionally, a stock for breeding purposes had 

to be maintained. As the Middle Ages went on, the 

nobility became more and more bound by the need for a 

great number of horses, and the requirements of their 

animals dictated the owners' actions to a great 

extent. 284 

Jousting horses had to come from somewhere and 

since there are no records of large scale importing of 

horses, either by land or by sea, the most likely 

source was an indigenous stock. Based on the evidence 

which has already been presented, it can be said that 

the large horse (Horse Type 

Europe. It also follows 

bred from that stock. Prior 

III) was indigenous to 

that the great horse was 

to the need for such 

powerful horses on the tournament field, these animals 

were bred for pulling the wagons and carts of Europe 

which allowed for the increase in economic vitality 

which has previously been ascribed to the role of the 

horse as a plow animal. As Langdon has demonstrated, 

the large marsh horses indigenous to Europe served as 

facilitators to a transportation revolution in the 
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Middle Ages, which accounts for the expanded economic 

production, the rise of urban centers, and the 

increase in the standard of living which White and 

McNeill have credited to the three-field system and 

the moldboard plow, and White to the use of the horse 

as a plow animal. 28 ~ The source for the great horses 

of the tournaments was the common draft horse of the 

Middle Ages, and that draft horse was bred from stock 

long found within the borders of Europe. 

When all this is brought together, what one finds 

is that the "shock assault," lance lowered at the 

charge, smashing combat, had a place only in the 

tournament and then only during the joust. The melee 

had no use for a grand charge, and tournaments were 

settled by close-quarter contests rather than the 

shock of first impact. The same is also true of 

warfare of the period. Though knights might have 

first met in a charge, the battle turned on their 

abilities as infantry-style combatants with swords and 

other hand weapons. The couched-lance charge was 

significant only in the joust, and it is there that we 

see the use of great horses--horses not imported from 

Persia, horses that had not been painstakingly bred 

up to larger size, horses which up until then are 

absent from the historical record because they were in 

common use throughout Europe. When the "warrior" 
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aristocracy needed a mount that could carry the weight 

of plate armor, one powerful enough to knock an 

opponent out of his saddle, it turned to the animals 

which had been hauling wagons around the countryside. 

It is perhaps ironic that today we place the knightly 

figure on top of modern draft animals. It would seem 

the people of the Middle Ages did much the same. The 

great horse was a draft animal, bred to haul loads, 

and was derived from the indigenous stock found in 

Europe. 
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Chapter Seven 

The Image of the Aristocracy 

Accounts of medieval warfare make clear that heavy 

cavalry engaging in shock assaults did not have a 

decisive role on the battlefield in the Middle Ages. 

Not only did it not exist prior to the twelfth 

century, but the availability of large horses, the 

introduction of the stirrup, the adoption of better 

agricultural equipment and tools, and the threat of 

invasions, did not spark its development or use. To 

say, then, that the need for heavy cavalry was the 

cause of feudalism, and that heavy cavalry therefore 

constituted a major characteristic of the Middle Ages, 

would be incorrect. Still, there are literary 

sources telling tales of knights, and historical 

accounts which clearly emphasize the part played by 

aristocratic warriors on horseback engaging in heroic 

combat. Where did these come from? 

Mounted warfare suffered serious defeats in the 

fourteenth century: Courtrai in 1302, Bannockburn in 

1314, Morgarten in 1315, Laupen in 1339 and Crecy in 

1346. 286 Yet, horses and knights were still 

prevalent in the visual and literary art of that 

period, and latter periods. 287 The Holkham Bible 
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Picture Book and The Romance of Alexander show a great 

emphasis on knights and horses. 288 The Alliterative 

Marte Arthure depicts warfare as if it were a 

tournament--not as it really was. 289 The Luttrel 

Psalter shows Sir Geoffry Luttel of lrnham, 

Lincolnshire, preparing to go to war on horseback with 

all the chivalrous accouterments of the day (see fig. 

16). Yet he had retired from military activity long 

before and had probably never marched off to war 

himself in his life. 290 What is displayed in all 

these works and in many others is not real life but 

rather the image put forth by the aristocracy of the 

later Middle Ages. 

Noble vassals did not normally owe military service 

for the fiefs they held. They held land as the 

medieval equivalent of owners and owed service, not 

because they were vassals who held those lands through 

the grants of their lords, but because they, like all 

others, were subjects of rulers. 291 Knights, barons, 

dukes, etc. of the twelfth through fifteenth centuries 

were brought up to admire military achievements and at 

least attempted to live by the codes of chivalry. 

However, few marched or rode with armies in the field, 

and fewer still actually did battle. When they did 

venture out, it was for personal advantage rather than 

because of some feudal duty. 292 Many historians have 
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exaggerated the role of the nobility in medieval 

warfare, partly because of the literary tradition, but 

mainly due to the lists of names produced in 

musters. 293 When taking a head count, it was natural 

for the names of those of importance to be noted while 

others were unrecorded. Looking at estauro eguorum 

records of the period gives a better idea as to the 

actual make-up of medieval military forces. During 

the time of Edward III, only 5 percent of the horses 

listed are called destriers or coursers. 294 This 

indicates that the number of nobility present in 

armies of Edward III was very small and militarily 

insignificant. The nobles could never have presented 

themselves as a working battlefield force, and more 

likely served in leadership roles, if not simply as 

moral enhancers. 29 ~ Of the horses listed, fully 

three-fourths were rouncys (pack horses). 296 And of 

the horsemen who actually went into battle under 

Edward III, 75 percent were of sub-knightly status. 297 

The 25 percent who were nobles could not have 

constituted a significant battlefield force. The 

aristocracy was not a decisive factor on the medieval 

battlefield. 

In the dark, mundane world of 
tournaments added excitement, 
... they included music, 
worship and idealism. 2 ~ 8 
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Tournaments were a central part in the life of 

chivalry and, therefore, in the lives of the 

aristocracy. 299 They were associated with great 

celebrations, marriages, holidays, and served as forms 

of public display. They are believed to have been 

derived from the Germanic tradition of viewing battle 

as an entertainment and the display of courage as a 

virtue. 300 The aristocracy of medieval Europe matched 

the old tradition of battles for entertainment with 

the function of displaying social standing. 3O1 In 

this way, demonstrations of martial skills became a 

form of cultural expression, and so elevated the 

tournament to a level which was more than just 

entertainment. They were the means by which the 

aristocracy justified their position of power and 

wealth. The "true" knight did not soil himself with 

the effort made in common war--he distinguished 

himself in the joust, 3O ~ 

In the lists [jousts] could be found the glamour 
and excitement of war without the acute discomfort 
and inconvenience of campaigning. 303 

The wars in the real world did not supply the needed 

arena in which the aristocracy could display itself. 

That arena had to be created and required a suitable 

audience. Sometime before the fourteenth century, the 
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nobility gave up its role on the battlefield and built 

a world of its own around the joust and the code of 

chivalry. 

The arms and armor of the aristocracy were 

specifically designed for the rules of the joust and 

to give the best show of chivalrous splendor. 304 The 

triangular shield of war (which was useful whether a 

warrior was on foot or mounted) was replaced by the 

jousting ecranche, an oval shield with a space in the 

right upper side to allow the lance to pass more 

directly over the horses head--a piece of equipment 

useful in the joust. 30 s Plate armor, of limited 

value in battle since it was cumbersome, expensive, 

and offered no better protection from puncture wounds 

than did mail, 306 was ideal to polish for show. By 

the 1400s, the frog-mouthed helmet was introduced. 

This helmet was useless in battle because it rendered 

the wearer virtually blind. It allowed a knight only 

to peer through a slit at its top while he leaned 

forward in his saddle. As he charged towards his 

opponent, the knight would sit upright to prepare for 

the force of impact. Doing so raised the helmet 

upwards, pointing the view slit to the sky, preventing 

a lance strike to the face. This left the knight 

completely blind 

have been why 

at the time of attack. 307 This may 

barriers between jousters were 
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erected. 308 The use of the frog helm also 

demonstrates that the knight, as fitted for the joust, 

could not fight on foot. He was compelled to stay on 

his horse or else lose the ability to move effectively 

or to see his opponent. 

Meanwhile, battlefield equipment remained simple, 

cheaper, more practical, and was not constrained by 

the codes of chivalry. Victors in war were 

determined by who was left alive, uncaptured or 

uninjured at the end of a battle, rather than who had 

put on the best show and not violated codes of 

conduct. Helmets used in real combat remained as they 

had been. The open-faced bascinet continued to be 

used. Though it left the wearer vulnerable to face 

injury, it allowed for relatively unrestricted viewing 

and offered an additional advantage in that it did not 

restrict breathing. 30 ~ 

The melee lost favor with the crowds at tournaments 

because it was too brutal and hard to follow, so the 

joust (which could be held in an area where 

grandstands could be built for an audience) became the 

main event. This is how we get our modern image of 

tournaments only being contests of individual 

knights. Originally, it was not so. Heraldry, 

required because jousting helmets obscured faces, was 

the colorful announcement of the arrival of the 
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nobility and identified individuals as they 

participated in the display. Pageantry and show 

became as much a part of the joust as the actual 

contest. 310 Armor and shields were designed with 

colorful decorations, and some shields even included 

springs which would cause them to fly apart when 

struck, thus increasing public appeal. 311 Jousting 

armor eventually became so thick that a shield was no 

longer necessary for protection, so it could be used 

for pure dazzle or discarded entirely. 312 As a result 

of these many modifications to the equipment used in 

the joust, any resemblance to actual battles was the 

result of deliberate planning. 

With the increased availability of money and luxury 

goods, tournaments and jousts offered the aristocracy 

a chance to display their wealth. 313 Many tournaments 

adopted themes, such as the recreation of Arthurian 

legends, and enacted scenarios drawn from tales and 

myth. This served not only to entertain the audience 

but also equated the nobility with the heroes of the 

past. 314 Great tournaments were sponsored which would 

attract hundreds of participants from around Europe. 

A festival at Bruges in 1430, sponsored by Philip the 

Good, duke of Burgundy, on the occasion of his 

marriage to Isabella of Portugal, sported elaborate 

temporary buildings, ornate decorations, the ability 
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to feast hundreds at a time, 

of jousting and sport in 

and included seven days 

which teams competed for 

jewels and gold--all at great expense and all just for 

show. 31 ~ 

Such extravagances could not be maintained 

indefinitely. By the late fifteenth century, there 

was a shortage of jousting horses. Since they had no 

other use (once trained, they could not revert to 

their roles as docile draft animals), these animals 

constituted a great drain on their owners' purses and 

could not be maintained in adequate numbers. In 1496, 

Friedrich of Bamburg illustrated his great need for 

more steeds by stating he was down to but two jousting 

horses. 316 Perhaps this was the motivation behind the 

attempts of Henry VIII of England to forcibly 

continue the breeding of great horses. Without 

animals to ride, the aristocracy of Europe would be 

unable to display themselves in the manner which had 

become customary. The great horse, having no use on 

the battlefield and being too expensive to maintain 

just for show, eventually disappeared along with the 

great spectacles of knightly splendor. 

It is, perhaps, no wonder that such an impressive 

figure as the noble warrior on a great steed should 

find its way into art and even into historical 

accounts. However, modern researchers should be aware 
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that this image comes with little substance. The 

great expense associated with equipping a cavalry 

force, which had been used by Brunner, White, and 

McNeill as the impetus for feudalism, might in fact be 

a projection back from the later Middle Ages and 

Renaissance. Certainly, by the time tournaments had 

become such spectacles, knights were quite expensive. 

There is, however, no reason to assume that such 

extravagances were necessary to establish a basic 

battlefield cavalry force. 
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Chapter Eight 

Horses in Art 

To illustrate some of the points made in this work, 

reproductions of engravings, paintings, tapestries, 

and sculptures are provided. 
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Fig. 3. Grosse Pferd 
Albrecht Durer, 1505 317 
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Fig. 4. Kleine Pferd 
Albrecht Ourer,1505 31 • 



Fig. 5. Grey Horse: At the Blacksmith 
Theodore Gericault, 1820 ~1 • 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 

Figure 3 gives a very good idea of what the gr, 

se looked like as of the end of the fiftee 

tury. Of particular note is the large, round 

.cular rump, the thick and muscular legs, the la 

.d with a deep face as well as the overall size 

animal in comparison to the man standing behi 

can only imagine what this horse must have loo 

.e as it made whatever lumbering attempts at runn 

could. 
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Figure 4 represents a 

horse. The rump is not 

that of the great horse, 

more general purpose riding 

nearly as round and high as 

the flat back provided a 

good riding position for the saddle, the face is 

slender with a tapered head, and the legs, while also 

showing musculature, are better suited for speed and 

grace rather than brute strength. 

Figure 5 shows how a work horse of the nineteenth 

century appeared. Note that this animal has a large, 

round rump, thick legs, and deep face. While the 

harnessing obscures some details, this work animal is 

obviously of the same type as the great horse of 

figure 3. 
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Fig. 6. Greek Horseman, Sixth Century BC. 
Barraco Museum, Rome 320 
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Fig. 7. Harcus Aurelius, 121-180 AD. 
Piazza del Campidoglio, Rome 32 1 
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Figure 6 shows a horse from the Type IV category. 

As can be seen by the size of the rider, the horse is 

not large (perhaps 14 hands high), is of slender 

build, and corresponds to the horse type which 

archeological records show was available at the time 

in that area. 

The equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius (fig. 7) 

has an importance beyond what it simply appears to 

be. We see a rider without stirrups using saddle and 

tack common of the Roman period, riding a horse which 

appears full-bodied yet which lacks the 

characteristics of the great horse (no round rump, 

long head, deep face, nor thick legs), and which is 

little larger than pony sized. The statue is of a 

light horse of the Type IV family, albeit a well-fed 

one, and so again corresponds to what could be 

expected for the time and place. What is not apparent 

is the effect this work had on equestrian statuary for 

centuries after. sculptors from the one who modeled 

the statue of Charlemagne at Aix-la-Chapelle to the 

Italian masters of the Renaissance simply copied the 

Aurelian steed and placed contemporary personages upon 

it. 322 Thus, later statuary is 

it comes to the depiction of 

somewhat suspect when 

horses and riding 

equipment since the statue of Marcus Aurelius stood as 

a standard model. 
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Fig. 8. Mosaic, Villa Constantinienne 
The Louvre Museum, Paris 323 

Fig. 9. Mosaic, Villa constantinienne 
The Louvre Museum, Paris 324 
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Fig. 10 Detail of the Stuttgart Psalter 
Eighth Century >2a 

Fig. 11. Cavalrymen from Vegetius' De Re Hilitari 
Leyde Library > 2 • 
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Fig. 12. 

Fig. 13. 

Fig. 14. 

Detail from Bayeux Tapestry llZ7 

Detail from Bayeux Tapestry ll :Z 

Detail from Bayeux Tapestry 329 
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Figures 8-14 deal more specifically with the use of 

the lance/spear. Figures 8 and 9 show a hunting scene 

mosaic demonstrating the "pig sticking" style of light 

lance use common in hunting of the Roman and medieval 

periods. Note that the weapons are held up and/or 

out. Figure 10 is an example of s similar style of 

lance use in combat during the Carolingian period 

(horseman on left). Figure 11 shows a group of 

cavalry attacking a fortification in mass, without 

using heavy lances or heavy horses. 

As stated before, the Bayeux tapestry (figs. 12-14) 

is perhaps the most detailed record of cavalry actions 

of the early Middle Ages. While the riders wear 

armor, carry shields, and at least some of the horses 

appear larger than others, without exception the 

lances used are light, and most are carried up and/or 

out in hunting fashion. Some horses appear to have 

large, rounded rumps, but this characteristic is not 

universally found in all battle horses depicted. What 

is true of the horses is that they have small, tapered 

heads, suggesting that, while they might not have been 

light horses, neither were they great horses. This 

observation is further affirmed by the relative size 

of the horses to their riders. Since the riders' legs 

are all shown dangling well below the horses' 

bellies, it would seem the horses were pony sized. 
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Fig. 15. Detail of the Bayeux Tapestry 330 

While horses might have gained some measure of 

protection on the battlefield through the later 

introduction of chivalry, it would seem that at 

Hastings they were fair game and numbered among the 

casualties (horses at center and left). 
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ig. 16. Sir Geoffrey Luttrell of Ingham, Lincolnshire, 
departing for the wars (ca. 1340) 

The Luttrell Psalter, The British Museum 331 
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Figure 16 demonstrates how by the fourteenth 

century, there was a great difference between what 

occurred on the battlefield and what was portrayed as 

the image of the aristocracy. Sir Geoffrey Luttrell, 

who by the time of the making of this work was too old 

for military duty and who more than likely never did 

march off to war in his life, 332 is seen here in his 

chivalrous accouterments complete with attending 

ladies. The 

impractical on the 

equipment shown would have been 

battlefield, and it has already 

been established that a knight saved his war horse for 

the actual fighting and did not use it as 

transportation. In short, this is not a realistic 

depiction of a knight going off to war but rather an 

imaginary occurrence fit for myths or legends. 
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Fig. 17. Five Knights in Armor 
Hans Burgkmair (1473-1531) 

The Art Galleries of the University of California, 
Santa Barbara 333 

Here we can see the equipment used in tournaments. 

Note the frog-mouthed helmets, the heavy blunted 

lances with hand guards, the armor worn by the horses 

to protect from the shock of frontal collisions, and 

the various details on helmets and horse surcoats 

which would have served for heraldic symbols and 

devices. Compare with the next figure. 
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Fig. 18. Charles Y at Muhlberg 
Titian, 1548 

Museo del Prado, Madrid 334 
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This portrait is of particular interest since, 

according to the contemporary writer Aretino, the 

horse, armor, and weapons used at the battle of 

Huhlberg on 24 April, 1547 are depicted. Though 

little detail of the horse can be seen, its size and 

head shape indicate that it was not a great horse. 

Charles V is wearing plate armor, but not a complete 

suit. His legs are left without armor and his helmet 

has clearly been designed for use without a visor. 

The weapon shown is not the heavy lance of the 

tournaments but a light lance not unlike those used 

centuries before. While armored cavalry played a role 

in the battle, this portrait demonstrates that the 

cavalry did not engage in shock assaults nor did it 

use great horses. 
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Fig. 19. Asiatic Warrior extracting arrow from horse. 
Tomb of Chinese Emperor Tai-Tseng, Guimet Museum 33 ~ 

Finds of art work in tombs of China indicates that 

the East may have had a breed of large horses 

themselves, thus putting into question the European 

origin of the great horse. However, c~rtain factors 

should be taken into consideration before accepting 

this notion. First, there is the stylization of 

horses commonly found in Eastern art. The positions 

in which horses are depicted are often unrealistic, if 

not simply impossible. 336 Further, the grimacing 
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facial expressions given to the animals are "unequine" 

and are seemingly placed there to make the horses 

appear more ferocious. 337 As for the size of the 

animals, only horses associated with an emperor or his 

entourage are given such large beasts. The more 

common warriors are depicted riding the native Asiatic 

pony. 339 It would appear that the size and nature of 

these large horses are the result of artistic 

standard rather than the presence of great horses 

themselves. 

There does exist evidence that larger horses were 

imported from the west to improve the Chinese stock so 

as to better defend against the nomadic horsemen of 

the steppes. The Chinese of the second century B.C. 

imported horses in such enormous quantities from 

Bactria that the Bactrians forbade further export. A 

war was the result and in 102 B.C., the Han Dynasty 

Emperor Wu Ti captured the capitol of Ferghnanah, 

d'Eul-che, requiring the conquered people to supply 

the needed horses. 339 When looking at figure 19, 

one can see that the artist sought to portray a 

muscular horse. But by comparing the horse's size to 

the rider's (realizing that humans of that period were 

a good deal smaller than today), one can see that the 

mount is not large. Furthermore, the rider and horse 

clearly have not been engaging in shock assaults of 
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the European type since the horse has been wounded by 

an arrow, a quiver with arrows can be seen on the 

warrior's right hip, and the horse's mane has been 

"hogged short," or tied up, so as not to interfere 

with the shooting of a rider's bow. 340 This suggests 

that the tactics used by Chinese cavalry were not very 

different from the Parthians or the later Muslims. 

All used the speed and agility of the horse to 

maneuver, thus requiring a lighter horse, rather than 

relying on the pure shock power of a great horse to 

smash the enemy. 

It is important to remember when looking at art 

that everything presented has been deliberately placed 

where it is and fashioned as it is for a reason. 

These art works are not photographs, objectively 

recording events as they happened. They are selected 

pieces put together, sometimes long after the fact, in 

a fashion which has been subject to the revision of 

perhaps many individuals with a wide variety of 

purposes in mind. What we see in many instances is 

how the artist wished the persons and/or events to be 

remembered, not necessarily as they really were. 

Each art work must be evaluated based upon its own 

context. For example, in the Bayeux Tapestry. it is 

clear that the people who did the work went to a great 
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deal of trouble to include details of the armor, 

saddles and stirrups. 

claim, leave out the use 

lances were used) 

Why then would they, as some 

of heavy 

because of 

lances 

some 

(if heavy 

"artistic 

convention"? Hans Burgkmair (fig. 17) paid close 

attention to detail in his depiction of knights. He 

clearly shows them with blunted lances, heraldic 

accouterments, and the other trappings of the joust. 

The portrait of Charles V (fig. 18) is quite different 

in its details. With only a partial suit of armor, an 

open faced helmet, and a light lance, Charles V was 

prepared to participate in quite a different activity. 

While one can argue that Charles probably did not 

personally participate in the battle of Muhlberg, the 

point is that Charles wished himself portrayed as if 

he did. Since Charles himself would have had final 

approval of the work, it can be safely assumed that he 

controlled every detail of the portrait. If Charles 

had wanted to be portrayed with a great horse, full 

suit of armor, heavy lance, and heraldic devices, he 

(like Sir Geoffrey Luttrell in figure 16) could have 

done so. Instead, his portrait depicts Charles as he 

would have liked to have looked in the battle. Since 

it is unlikely that Charles would have been unable to 

supply himself with the best battle armor available, 

it would seem that this portrait displays the best 
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Chapter Nine 

Mercenaries and Castles 

Warriors of the early Middle Ages were not 

necessarily noble. 341 Most were simply individuals 

who fought in return for support in kind or for 

payments of land. 342 In effect, these warriors (men-

at-arms, sergeants) were mercenaries. They fought for 

whoever supplied them with 

type of relationship between 

not fall within the usual 

arrangement where a vassal 

what they required. This 

leader and warrior does 

definition of a feudal 

owes service to a lord 

because he is a vassal. It has, therefore, received 

little attention from medieval historians. Fighting 

for personal benefit would hardly be considered a 

"chivalrous" thing to do. 

After the defeat at Manzikert, the Byzantines 

openly hired western mercenaries to replace forces 

which had been lost in their battles with the 

Muslims. 343 In fact, the use of mercenaries within 

Europe pre-dates the Crusades. William the Conqueror 

was unable to obtain the manpower he needed from his 

tenants, who had more urgent concerns in France, to 

invade England. He therefore fielded an army at 

Hastings which was one-half mercenary. Its services 

were provided in return for future land rights. 344 
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The use of the mesnie, or household guard, to protect 

the powerful also illuminates the use of mercenaries 

in medieval Europe, for they were hired and equipped 

at a lord's expense. A good example is the bodyguard 

of Henry I of England. 34 & 

Prior to the eleventh century, it is estimated that 

71 percent of feudal armies consisted of vassals. 

From the eleventh century on, the percentage dropped, 

ultimately reaching 3 percent. 346 Feudal vassals were 

replaced by men without fiefs or benefices who served 

to gain freedom or lands. 347 Though perhaps not 

fighting strictly for money, these men participated in 

military adventures for reasons other than strictly 

feudal requirements. 

In the eleventh century in England and Normandy, a 

vassal could avoid direct personal service by paying 

scutage, or "shield money." 348 The earliest examples 

of scutage date to the time of William Rufus (1087-

1100).34' Henry I spread the use of scutage to France 

in the twelfth century. 3 &o By the year 1300, the 

payment of scutage was in use throughout western 

Europe. 3 ~ 1 Since money itself cannot fight a battle, 

the funds must have been used to pay for military 

substitutes in the form of mercenaries. For example, 

in the thirteenth century, stipendiary troops were 

primarily responsible for the defence of England and 
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were found in significant numbers throughout Europe, 

primarily as 

most probably 

scutage. 

garrison troops. 35 ~ 

paid for through 

These troops were 

the collection of 

Scutage came about because, as warrior vassals 

became landholders in the ranks of nobility, their 

ability and desire to participate in actual military 

affairs lessened. Their 

conflicted with 

began to pay 

places. 353 

their roles 

scutage to 

The payment 

service as soldiers 

as landed lords, so they 

hire others in their 

of scutage is further 

demonstrated in sub-infeudation, 354 the process by 

which a feudal obligation could be broken down into a 

fraction of service by the fief being split between 

several heirs. If one owed one quarter of a knight's 

service to a lord, the only practical way to fulfill 

the obligation was to pay one quarter of the cost of 

that service. Thus, paying money became a major part 

of feudal obligations, and mercenaries became the 

force behind the armies of the Middle Ages. 355 The 

landed nobility simply purchased its way out of a 

place on the battlefield. 

Mercenaries were comprised of three different 

types. The first was (as has been mentioned) the 

household guard, responsible for the well-being of 

their lord and the protection of his immediate family 
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and property. The second was hired soldiers drawn 

from all parts of the medieval world, who filled out 

the ranks and provided specialized capabilities (i.e. 

Welsh long bowmen, Genoese cross-bowmen). The third 

type was more generalized in its functions and made up 

the subsidized forces that provided for the day-to-

day defensive needs of an area, and could be drawn 

from allied territories. 3 ~ 6 In 1138, Louis VII hired 

extensively to allow for expanded military service and 

his list of acquisitions included: crossbow men, 

archers, infantry, sergeants-at-arms, and free lances 

(knights without feudal obligations) from Brittany, 

Brabant, and the Holy Roman Empire. 3 ~ 7 If feudalism 

was developed to support a warrior aristocracy, who 

then would be available to their lords as needed, 

mercenaries would not have been required. If the 

knight on horse engaging in shock assaults was the 

premiere military force of the day, Louis VII would 

have probably hired knights only. And if knights were 

bound by their oaths to the lords from whom they 

derived their noble status, there would have been no 

free lances available for the hiring. The much lauded 

William Marshal was unable to sustain himself in his 

younger days as a full-time servant of his lord. 

Forced to leave the Tancarville household for unknown 

reasons, William financed himself through ransoms 
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gained at tournaments and by hiring himself out as a 

mercenary. 3158 

By the thirteenth century, 

remained a "military" caste, 

while the nobles 

they had separated 

themselves from the ranks of actual warriors by 

adopting courtly 

chivalry. 3 i:t 9 

lifestyles, 

Because of 

good manners, and 

the substitution of 

mercenaries for feudal vassals, the aristocracy lost 

its importance as a military force. 380 With the 

fielding of armies manned by mercenary infantry, 

archers, and men-at-arms, the military forces of the 

Middle Ages gained flexibility in combat and some 

measure of tactical experience. They also avoided the 

problems associated with the conflicts of aristocrats 

all pressing for personal advantage, and they gained 

the ability to participate in long campaigns and 

sieges without having to allow portions of the army to 

return home when their required time of service was 

concluded. Thus, certainly by the time of the Hundred 

Years War, the ability of the aristocracy to fight 

effectively on the battlefield was gone. 3&1 A major 

participant in medieval warfare was the mercenary, 

with the noble knight serving more in a leadership 

capacity. 

If anything can be said to have been the major 

focus of medieval warfare, it was not the assault of 
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heavy cavalry, but the castle. 362 Warfare involving 

fortifications was the most significant part of the 

medieval battlefield. A basic matte and bailey 

defensive structure could be built by one hundred men 

in ten days, and it was these defensive structures, 

not the knight, which stood against the invaders of 

Europe. 363 That is why the Treaty of Winchester 

(1153) and Saladin's peace with Richard I during the 

Second Crusade required the destruction of castles. 

The castle occupied the tactical thoughts of the 

Europeans and served as a base of operations, a 

storage facility, and as a place of refuge when open 

battle was not desired. Because of the significance 

of castles and fortifications, most warfare in the 

Middle Ages was a series of sieges. 364 

In its most usual form medieval warfare was made up 
of a succession of sieges accompanied by skirmishes 
and devastations, to which were added a few major 
battles or serious clashes whose relative rarity 
were made up for by their often sanguinary 
character. 36 ~ 

There was no practical role for a heavy cavalry force 

in siege operations, and the descriptions of the few 

battles we have from the Middle Ages indicate that 

medieval armies used a variety of tactics which 

required a force composed of much more than just 

mounted knights. 366 If the shock charge of the heavy 
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cavalry was so effective, it would be reflected in 

accounts of endless knightly victories--especially 

during the Crusades. 367 Nowhere outside the literary 

world does the knight come near to establishing 

himself as the premier battle force of the Middle 

Ages. 

Many feel that it was the advent of firearms which 

doomed the armored knight. In fact, the noble knight 

did not suddenly disappear from the battlefield, for 

he had never really fought there to begin with. Shot 

powerful enough to penetrate armor effectively was not 

developed until the late seventeenth century. 358 This 

explains why body armor was still being worn well into 

the American colonial period of the 1600s. If armor 

was still useful then, why had the knights disappeared 

earlier? One need 

have descriptions 

infantry. During 

knights of France 

only look at the battles where we 

of knights facing well-trained 

the Hundred Years War, the noble 

were unable to function in a 

tactical role, and so were defeated by foot soldiers 

of low birth. 38 ' It was not firearms which suddenly 

sounded the death knell for the knight. The noble 

warrior knight had never really been an effective 

fighting force to begin with. 
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Conclusion 

The archeological record indicates that large, 

heavy horses (Horse Type III) were indigenous to 

Europe. They did not develop elsewhere. Modern 

zoological evidence demonstrates that those large 

horses were the predecessors of modern breeds of 

draft horses. Historical records show that modern 

draft horses descended from the great horses of the 

late Medieval and Renaissance periods, and that these 

great horses most probably were derived from stocks of 

draft horses commonly found, though not well 

documented, in the earlier Middle Ages. Therefore, 

the great horse is the link between modern and ancient 

breeds of large horse and was neither imported into 

Europe nor bred up from smaller breeds. The great 

horse was indigenous to Europe. 

The historical record indicates that heavy shock 

cavalry was not used in Europe prior to the twelfth 

century, halfway through the Middle Ages, and after 

feudalism had started. This negates the linking of 

knights with the beginnings of feudal law and society. 

Furthermore, when heavy cavalry was used in combat, 

warriors did not achieve victory with shock attacks. 

Rather, victory was had when combatants fought as 

mounted infantry, engaging in close-quarter exchanges 
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with hand-held weapons, or by making use of light 

lances and techniques developed for the hunt--holding 

their lances up and/or 

No doubt stirrups made 

stirrups did not generate 

out to stab their opponents. 

such tactics easier, but 

a sudden switch to heavy 

shock cavalry. The historical record also shows that, 

contrary to what many have said, the use of heavy 

shock cavalry was not the distinguishing 

characteristic of medieval warfare. 

That references to horses are common in the 

historical record of the Middle Ages is to be 

expected, given the symbolic roles the animals played 

in medieval life. Representing power, prestige, 

wealth, spiritual forces, and even godly activities, 

the horse was not simply a domesticated animal to the 

people of Europe. One should not assume, however, 

that because the word "horse" is used--even in 

conjunction with battles or items of value--that it 

necessarily refers 

horse was just a 

Ritter, Chevalier) 

to a war animal. In many cases, a 

horse, and a horseman (Knecht, 

was just a rider--not a noble 

knight. 

The "knight in shining 

attacks was a significant 

stylized proceedings of the 

the latter Middles Ages 
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participant only in the 

joust as it appeared in 

and in the Renaissance. 



Accounts of early tournaments in which battlefield 

standards were applied show that the shock attack was 

not used then and that being on a horse was not a 

decisive factor in achieving victory. It was only 

after the aristocracy purchased its way out of battle 

through scutage and created a forum to display its 

power and wealth that the knight, with his cumbersome 

plate armor, colorful costume, heavy lance, great 

horse, and code of chivalry, had a viable role. 

The noble warrior knight has been cast onto history 

much in the same way a projection appears on a wall. 

The knight was an image constructed by the medieval 

aristocracy to justify their position. Only people of 

great wealth could afford the expenditures necessary 

to comply with the codes of chivalry and the 

requirements of the joust. It is understandable that 

such an image would have impressed and influenced 

artists, storytellers, and even chroniclers of the 

period. Embellishing legendary heroes such as Roland, 

King Arthur, and Lohengrin with shining armor was 

appealing enough. With the aristocracy making the 

opportunity to equate themselves with the heroes of 

the past by recreating their adventures in 

tournaments, it most probably followed that the 

aristocracy, too, should wear the accouterments of 

heroic figures and be written into history as if they 
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had actually lived up 

However, the noble knight 

which changed the course 

to their heroes' image. 

did not win great battles 

of history; neither did he 

rescue fair maidens nor slay dragons. What the noble 

knight actually did was to put on a good show while 

expending large amounts of money. 

The realities of warfare in the Middle Ages become 

apparent in the evidence if one simply looks without 

demanding to see something in particular. If one 

searches hard enough for anything, evidence will 

eventually be found. There is a reason why no records 

of the importation of large horses, or the breeding of 

small horses into larger ones, exist from medieval 

Europe. It was not done. There is a reason why we 

have only a few scattered and vague indications for 

the use of heavy cavalry prior to the twelfth century. 

It was not there. There is a reason why we have 

detailed accounts of sieges but very few accounts of 

pitched cavalry battles. Castles and infantry actions 

were the dominant factors in warfare of the Middle 

Ages. Whatever one might wish to say about medieval 

European history, it cannot be said that the need to 

import and/or breed great horses played a significant 

role in the creation or development of feudalism. 

Perhaps what we see here is the aftermath of 

efforts made by those who first attempted to explain 
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feudalism. Since they began with an end product and 

worked backwards, attempting to define the past by 

referencing it to their present, they failed to note 

that what might have been true in their time, may have 

been quite different in the Middle Ages. By ignoring 

a detail that appeared to have been of little 

significance (such 

a key element in 

unaccounted for. 

as the nature of medieval horses), 

the entire process has been left 

If one neglects to construct a 

proper foundation, the final building cannot help but 

be flawed. 
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